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1. A’cw Visfas Oj cn

VJc are m.,ctin2 .1 .< time when E'giiificant developments 
aie taking pl tc that open gieat \istas lor humin progress and 
civilisation iVt the same time, things are taking place m our 

• t ’ ' ’) ) ire ca’^^ip?
hardsliip and inisci} to the toiling millions, because the vast new 
instruments of production and progress are not yet the property 
of the people and commanded by the organised power of the 
toihng millions.

The outstanding event that has captured the imagination 
of everyone throughout the world today is the Sputnik which, 
along with the second, is even now circling our globe at fantas
tic speeds Aloncside natures creations, man has thrown his 
ownAnoons into the heavens.

This single cifiit occurring m the month of October 1957 
has pioduced its repercussions m science, in philosophy, in poli
tics, in economy, in even thing that concerns man’s life.

When the atom was first spht it was used to throw atom 
bombs to wipe out two Japanese cities and kill hundreds of 
thousands of pnpV

When the first Inter-continental Ballistic Missile was launch
ed it was used to hurl the Sputnik to explore the heavens in the 
peaceful service of man. It delighted the people of the whole 
woild and dismayed the waimongers. The arrogance of the 
Amciican imperialists and their allies, who every now and then 
thitatciied to take the vvoild to the brink of war, was tempered 
ut the sight of the ICBM and the Sputnik

Why so’ The first atom because it was in the hands of the 
inipciic.lists seivcd llie interests of imperialism The first Inter- 
<< • t ntnlal B ilhstir Miss,', because it was in the hands of the

r
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so
leading country of socidiism spr\ed the jricaccful meds t)f man- 
finr!. It is not m di’s ‘< ''h. a]o''p I ’ i o^.iab
nt science that advanced and hence it scissd die pc.ti ,id needs 
of raan.

Anyone scanning the press of the impcn'alrt woiid can see 
fl '■>- f'C, , f r?, for, i’ <

jdlists weie tomentnnt a wai-cnsis in iue MhIo'k i a *■ lint 
» V ' ciioi) J .u J own iis ic.o. i, 11^. v.ixiiongeis

piped down. The Toiv Piess of Br’tam noted th t iho ‘'putnik 
hets diawn the Arab world and the world of all undei-dcseloped 
couiitiies away fiom the da/zbng sights of W < st Euiopcan 
power.

The JCBM and the hv,.,,,! . ’
-. \ iiui lesson to the \\ orking class and the people of the 

world. A country, which only forty years ago was a backward 
under-developed country has outstripped the most powerful 
imperialist powers in science and technological indiistiial deve
lopment when it came to be ruled by the working class on tire 
basis of the theory and practice of socialism. What capitahsra 
with two hundred years of development could not do, forty 
years of socialism could do, in spite of two invasions, cold war 
an (I. Economic boycott of the country at the hands oi the impe
rialists. This equation is enough to measure the late of growth 
that a country can achieve when a socialist working class comes 
to power. Even the ruling class in England and America has 
taised the question as to why their education and supply of 
engineering cadre and skill are falling behind that of the Soviet 
system. This shows how the world of the working class is ad
vancing, the world of capitalism and impeiiulisin lecedmg.

It is evident that we in India cannot remain isolated from 
the import of these things. Both the people and the Government 
are aware and responsive to these happenings.

Our country has chosen to remain on the path of peace. Our 
people and the Government both have refused to valk into the 
camp of warmongeis. The chief architect of tlie foieign policy 
of our countiy. Pandit Nehru, as the head of tire Goreinment, 
has cast all his weight on the side of peace. IIis latest initia
tive, once again, after the Sputnik went up in spac\ in addiess- 
ing an appeal to the Gicat Powers to suspi nd ..’orm bomb tests
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and meet to d’scuss things around the table has been fully en
dorsed by the Sie i( t Union. He has once ,.g nii denounced the 
policy of wai pa^ts, just when the NATO poweis were meeting 
in Europe.

The M (ond » y n oj.mt < cent is dm iL'-oki’ion on peace
ful co-cxistincc ih't vis adopted by the S2 (oi.iitncs of th 
United N.iticiis -i was ,i lesolution sponsoied by India, Swe
den and Yugoslacia and was based on the fice niinci'nlfc fl’ ’ 
sip-imd 1 ' u \ o <1 CUI 111
nation 01 a vhou I st 1)11,11 process tli.'t tlv’ o i ><

' I 1 J u ..cceptcd piinciple of all the countlies
of the woild.

)

5.

*^1

5. Collapsing Colonial System

The other moT jmpoitant feature of our bmcs ic the rt > h 
n ’ i o u>cCU tiie

iiiaiiibtay ot irnpeiiahsin and the subjugation and exploitation 
of hundreds of millions of people in Asia, Africa and Latin 
America,

When Europe and America developed capitalism two cen
turies ago with tile help of the new technique of production, 
they became industrialised and rich. The countries of Asia 
which so long had been the most advanced and rich with the 
old inodes of production were left behind

yThe capitalists of Euiope invaded and subjugated the peo
ple of Asia and Africa, robbed them of their wealth, made them 
work for supplying cheap raw materials to the capitalist indus
tries of Europe, chiefly England, and poured the goods of their 
factories into these countries in order to reap profits. The new 
advances of civilisation instead of lightening the toil and misery 
of man, gave wealth and leisure to a handful of exploiters and 
omiers of tap?a! uuo plunged the milhons of the Asian, African 
and Latin American people into colonial slavery to the so-called 
advanced countlies of Europe and America.

I need not i ecount all that history now. We all know what 
has been the outcome The powers of production increased on 
a vast scale. The v hole globe, its markets and materials were 
brought within the compass of a single world market of capital. 
Yet capitalism began t<- suffer from its very birth from peiiodi-
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cal crises (if (;\ci'-i,ro<kieijou. in oroer to oiCscrse the gains ot i. i
exploitation, each capitalist countjv ric'-l v. j'Ji if- dval, tiny went 
to '.var with each other for markets, for colonies, for profits, as 
in 1914 and 1939.

fort; 
per?

in uiucr to oetter exploit the colonial voplc. th<' innicrial 
isis i-i' "Urvi nica;n oi p;.ji..iciion and elements
of the capitalist system in these subject coun'.’lf's. Tlio result was 
that there also a capitalist class, and a new working class came 
into existence. A new consciousness and nationalism, a will to 
be liberated from foreign invaders began to gather force, at 
each crisis in the svstem of imjreri.alR'i' •' ' *'■ ■

jiii!.. ri.tiisiu tu Oe jice to cle'ceiop their 
own resources for themselves. Thus the colonialists began to 
encounter the opposition of the liberation movements of the 
subject countries.

3. Secret of Crises and Goal of Socialism

value 
tween 
labour' 
pound 
two, t 
did an

We must not forget, however, that the initial force, the first 
sufferer, on the basis of whose exploitation capitalism in the 
wojld grew and enslaved the countries of Asia and Africa, w.as 
the working class of Europe. This working class, at first, was as 
badly treated as the colonial people. But soon it learnt to resist 
and defend itself against the employers. It learned to build 
trade unions. It conducted strikes and fought for lesser hours 
of work and higher wages, and protection from the state in these 
matters, by the enactment of laws. These bitter .struggles and 
.sacrifices helped it improve to some e.xtent its conditions of 
work and living.

But it soon found that whenever it made some gains, the 
capitalist found further means to increase his profits. With re
duction of hours of work, he increased the speed of work. With 
the increase in wages, he increased the load of work. W’ith each 
innovation in techniqui?, the capitalist continued to multiply his 
wealth. He fought the trade unions and .'.trikes with tire aid of 
the slate machinery, the law and the police which were control
led by the capitalist class. A time came when mere .strikes, and 
even all-national strikes embracing all inmistiics, could not ch* 
feat the pc'wer of c.ipit-ilism The ''•.a 1 .e. e<
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'Ojn ' f’ ,<J' tx . 'Mi'-oi out ti.e gxiins of the pre\ious
penod for the wOx’-kmg cki^s.

This experience led the working class to piohe the secret of 
e t » I ■ AtASvb

JnleiJt ( luals '>\bc h <’ d'’ e tt'i b ”

cxiiijo to its L' ip X. J tile \\oiking class soon 
k^aint tiie seciet of tlie cvx,p<;j pt p-ir ehcnoi .cncii of xiCcunmla- 
tion Gt w’Cxilth on one side and accumuhitiou of misery on the 
other. It iound die seciet of tins in the fact that while the 
capitalist bougiit him for a fixed v. agi? for .t dxiy. or week or 
month iii'd rent ■> mk l >n '
, , X ,x tiu loi. lies surplus, tins dilfeience be
tween what he got and what he gave back as a result of his 
labour, made the vast piofits of capital. If he got the value of a 
pound of whexit as wage for a day, he gave back the value of 
two, three or four pounds, depending on the hours of work he 
did and the instruments he was given to use.

f
t
i

This secret the worker felt in his own experience of life He 
felt it in Ins bones C' ci\ hour, c\ory day he worked and lived. 

'‘This secret alone could explain the nature of the crisis of over- 
production—too nixinj things remain unsold, xxhile too many 
people, wanting those xeiy things, willing to work and willing 
to buy, are unable to do so bec.ruse capitalism will not sell 
except for profit and will not employ them unless it be for profit. 
This secret told them that the cure of this is not only to fight for 
temporarv impinxement of loin" and r oiking conditions—but 
xdso to fight for a new goal, the goal of sociahsm, where the 
private ownership of the means of production will be abolished 
and the g<iins of labour of hand and brain will flow back to all 
and not become the private property of a small class of owners. 
To change and reorganise society on this new basis became the 
aim and obj'vt of the working class, both of its tiade union 
morcmeut and of its political parties. Imperialism was thus 
confronted with a battle on two fronts. In its home countries 
fl was confronted with its owm working class stiuggling for 
socialism, .‘rnd m .is <ijli!cct countries, abroad, h w..s confronl- 
"d '1-1111 the ;i " , ' J \ 'lut'ouaiy raoxeu'ut '■t’i"2;hi.g for
”c(- d( IP
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Uiddeii ill oui tountiy. And wncn we foundeti tiie 
J r tit w b t 11 C/bt 1 C2C^ cLc o OK A 3 V It

All these things seem to be veiy clear and simple to t.s 
'the, seem ici\ natuial and right to us todav.

But foity y'cais ago, they did not seem so right, so natural. 
V, 'A Rir-
.,1 1 I a 1 1

1 ‘ ’ J
1

tai indeptndence’ weic taboo. How things have changed since 
then and at what sacrifice!

All liadc unions of all shades now paiticipate in politics 
All accept the defence of freedom and independence of the 
rein'n t'vii important duty Ml accept socialism as their 

r< > Cl iikv b i it liS t 1 J ii.v 1
the need for peace and opposition to warmongers. All or most 
of us arc in some international organisation, either in the WFTU 
or the ICFTU. All trade unions now send May Day delegations 
of fraternal friendship to the Soviet Union, China and other 

socialist countlies.

Thus has widened the mighty working class and trade 
union movement of our country, in its objectives and principles. 
’Alien jlie woiking class, and its trade union moicmcnt, has •'C 
advanced as to have the above common objectives—what divides 
it then and why should it not unite for the attainment of these 
objectives all the world over and in India?

« 1 A

«»
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4, From Slogans to Reality

Forty years ago, socialism was only a theory, a slogan for 
propaganda, and not a reality anywhere.

Forty years ago, the independence of the colonial countries 
was only a movement and not a reality anywhere.

Forty years ago, after the First World War, in which the 
imperialists tore at each other’s throats to re-divide the world for 
their profits, the w orking class of Russia carried out a Revolution 
and established the first socialist state.

Forty y'ears ago, after the First World Wai, the countries 
of Asia and the Middle-East launched their gieat stiuggles for 
ficcdom—as m China, India, Egyqrt, Indonesia, Tuikey, etc.

Our stiuggles for fieedom were drowmed in blood Rut they 
11 led to nnssacie the fioMcl state

Ont 11. \ 11 1 e 11 )t with tin . s ti e*" t’> 1-

ing poor ter. 
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Soviet L’nioii in al! its f)r politics. Hut iK'nc can escape
the fact that the first socialist .state of the world helped the, colo
nial people in their sui.,^Jv L: ■^■"cc’nm (riy., Chjjia. Turkey, 
etc.); that this state industrialised itself without capitalism; tliat 

- ' '' ’ • o................i’'-'- ” .arid i->cr!od''r crises of over-
producrion had been < iinaiitUi'u, im > j -.m.'. .. ■<. ■

right to educ^Aion auu < 1 ..d. ! . <. ' '■ da-- toil
ing people. The slogan oi .socialism became a reality.

Despite the ironical finger of capitalist ciitics pointing to 
certain deficiencies in the Vnion, one could not point out
a class of factory owners there closing dowm factories because 
thev could not make ]’)iofils’ Nor. too. a class of landlords evict
ing poor Is .o ... , I. ■
in search of work and living.

Once again, the imperialists, in 1939, launched the Second 
World War, and once again they failed in their aims. The world 
of socialism became bigger.

Not only that. After this war, those colonial and subject 
people who were struggling for independence advanced on the 
road to freedom. China, India, Indonesia, North Viet-Nam, 
North (Korea, many countlies of the African Continent shook off 
the yoke of foreign rule. And many others strengthened tlieir 
struggle to be free. The slogan of National Independence be
came a reality for the major part of the people of the subject 
countries. The increasing independence of the under-developed 
countries, setting free hundreds of millions of people from tlie 
clutches of the imperialist system is a great blow to colonialism 
and a step foi" ..id -d. (he h’"' ■ ‘''nn of the whole of man
kind.

The imperialists, however, are not taking their defeat lying 
down. The grand spectacle of free Asia, as seen in the Bandung 
Conference in 1955, has Irightencd and enraged them. With the 
ferocity of a wounded btsist they counter-attack the freedom 
movements. They even daie to launch armed invasion.s to des
troy the freedom alriady von by some countries, as was seen 
in the attempt of the British and the French to rc-cnslave free 

The Amciicaiis .md the British are trving to lake away the 
jiolitictd freedom o! ti c \iab < ountries, in (udur t(' make their 
hol<l on oil wells and > 0 puifiis s.u'c .md to cst,.baF| bases

I*
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atT’i’wt srmbsm rnd the ficedoin of the Asian people liity le- 
lusc to let Algeria have its freedom. The) tried a wai sciie m 
Syiia 'Wilde granting Malava its fieedom, ihcv ’’ ip" ’( 1 < M ?. 
Ill hash, ill Latui Amcijca, they ti) to impose dictatorial goiein- 
mc’As arnemhle to the will of tie Amdic.in .mpiiii’.s's and 
have succeeded in some places. The Portuguese, aided by the 
Anglo-Ameiicans, i of use to p,., c i

J ,ac uUjci oa), r aiici.t Aeiiru had ro s..) iu't some 
col IT 1 ■>’ ! 'ei T'’ts d d ’'ttT EJ I’, h.i' fiL^dojii U.S 11. . 1 ,
err it. 'I hey try to embroil us with Pakistan on Kashmir m some 
other issue dhe heroic Algerian people are carrxing on a war 
of liberation. The organised working class of Ind .u nu 1 is i- 
tahated against the Dutch imperialists who w’ant to dismember 
Indonesia by fomenting military conspiracies and sciop- ’’ > lu 
dis 1 ' . , r " 1 ’ , ;

k (J V I HilGH t.

Tlris is enough to show tliat tire colonialists aie not ready 
e\'cn now to give up their hold peacefully and that the struggle 
against colonialism has to continue unabated. The Government 
of India has declared that it supports the claim of Indonesia 
on West Irian and the demand of Algeria for freedom. The 
working class and people of India stand unequivocally on the 
side of the Indonesian people, the Algerian people, the peoples 
of the Arab World and the African Continent in their stiuggle 
against the colonialists, who are today headed by the American 
monopolists.
. The solidarity of the Asian-African people must be streng- 
tliened by the trade unions of these countries actively defending 
each others interests in co-operation with all the patriotic anti
colonial forces in every country against the aftacks of t''ie ePo- 
luahsls Tiade muons of all shades and thought in India can and 
should unite in this common task. The AITUC joms in this 
common task.
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5. Initial Difj,cullies and Problems
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her. This is i jm/.i'em of all undci-de\doped countries which 
have acluexcLi ih,,.r irccdoin. Oui woiking class and tr..de 
unions have tiaii Cut) to do in the solution of this problem be
cause, unless we pnticipate m the solution of the problem as an 
org?r>i''< d f('u' tif aoiking class and the people will not ad- 

country will be in jeopardy.
Political independence in today’s world becomes a formal 

affair, unless the countr)'- strengthens it by economic independ
ence, Our counhy has seen the problem and has decided to 
solve it. But unfortunately the way to the solution is bristling 
with serious difficulties. As the strongest sector of the trade 
union movement of our country, the AITUC has to take note of 
these difficulties and contribute all it can to overcome them.

What is the nature of the difficulties and from where do 
they arise'’

All the difficulties follow initially from the fact that foreign 
rule kept oui economy backward and under-developed. So the 
problem before us is to develop agriculture for food and raw 
material and to industrialise our country.

Jn the ear’v dais soon after the Congress Government came 
to power, the impciiaiists tried to obstruct the stabilisation o. 
our freedom bv creating sources of reactionary attacks on our 
countiy, like the Kashmir invasion, the conspiracies of the 
princes, the immense refugee influx and so on. To add to all 
these difficulties, the landlords and reactionary moneyed inte- 
lests cicatcd sc i on and high prices in oiclcr to make unprece
dented pioflis fl he Go\ eminent advised bj these \ery interests 
in economic mattcis, jilajecl with de-contiol and control and 
allowed them to jeopardise the life of the people It took seme 
foul jcais 10 ailiy the turmoil.

0

I?»
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Then the Gov-ernment began to speak of planned economy. 
The scveie defeats sustained by the Congn'-s P.ut) m the 1952 
elections in many places, the struggles conducted by the working 

, ■ a , - 11; •„ r J

iiati their cJfect.
class and the r''’asa’''ti v in dcfcrK'f^ nf ‘R- ’ 

,1 V £ lu i.UL itactioiiaiv pOjlLlO
7’1 ic Gn\ f'! 1 ’S(t" 1 1 1j ’
land leforrns in order to overcome backwaidncss in asrricuiture 
and to launch schemes of industrialisation.

The results of the working of the Fii'-t Five Year Plan .'rU 
already known to you.

The Plan from the very inception v. -is not nifende 1 to he

33 per cent ol the total outlay, while industries and minerals 
were allotted 7 per cent. There was not a single iron and steel 
works in the First Plan.

The profits of the Korean war boom and very good harvests 
helped the First Plan to present a picture of success and achieves 
ments a little out of proportion to the reality of the situation. 
There is no doubt that the national income increased by 18 per 
cent. But a large part of this was due to good monsoons and 
harvests and because of planned economy. And a substantia! 
part was due to better coverage of statistics!

The main outcome was that war-time rationing was aboli
shed, the war-time loss of production in manv lines, viz. textiles, 
sugar, etc. was overcome and we were only trying to catch up 
With the 1939 pre-war level, which itself was one of poverty 
and backwardness. It was time something bigger and better 
was planned. So the Second Five-Yeai lian wun an emphasis 
on industrialisation was proposed.
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6. Basic Features of the Second Plan

The Second Plan was twice the size of the Fiist in the mat
ter of money investments—Rs. 2,400 cioies in the First, Rs. 4,800 
crores in the Second, in central and state oullavs only, apart from 
private in'i’cstmcnt.s. In percentages, industiy and minerals were 
given 19 per cent compaied to 7 per cent in the First.

The Second Plan differed fiom the First in many basic fe.v 
tuns 'rhe Si'( ond Plan in its coiici plion was one whiib i ould 
III-' 1 >1 ( )I b( 111 f’l 1 J l<) (' < I 11 a 1'. \ . I (
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Ils first fcafiirc v/as ih;it a larcc part cf iha iri^Ts'inent was 
to be made in the state sector. 'J'he major volume of new capital 
was to be stale owned.

The second feature was that new units in such vital indus
tries as heavv eTif>'’’'eci’U'- h...a ’ - -.fl-, r ■
,11.me .11.a a.. ' x^mtn re Ji all x'.t'ie exciusiveiv in
♦ fTP boprK (tf T’ 1 >’ »T 1 1 4.. ,. t i c

id de bdiiK dittu'.. d,.k.t 1 ttiKcii ill the '^‘atc sector.

The third fi.iie.re was that in all tin's development, sole re
liance was pot !(, be placed on the c.ipiii.list eouniiies of the 
West in the matter of trade, capital goods and loans. Countries 
of the socialist ca-nn nti. ulaib’ tl ' ‘-h ■ ■ i Vm' ■ x’. ’ e ,bo

1 .1^ . ...

The fourth feature xvas that land reforms like putting a ceil-, 
ing on land and distribution of land to the cultivating peasantry 
was to be carried out.

The fifth feature was that as the basis for all this, the Parlia
ment adopted as the objective for the whole country the esta
blishment of the socialist pattern of society.

, Wlio would not welcome these five features of the Second 
Ilian, featuies which, if worked out fully and honestly, would 
certainly be a great step forward in overcoming the backward
ness or colonial ch.iracler of our economy and launch it on the 

road to progress?

j
7. Two Critics — Progressive and Reactionary

Of course, we have our cri’-icism of the Plan—tin. first p fint 
in tlie criticism being; Is the Government of the Congress Part)', 
which is dominated by the influence of monopoly capital, really 
capable and desirous of translating all the five features into 
practice?

IIow can a pai ly representing the ambitions and outlook of 
Indian capital abolish capitalism and introduce socialist mea
sures? Mere state ownership of certain big plants does not 
constitute socialism. In fact, such ownership, divorced from the 
social-political control by the working class and the de!nocr..tic 
masses becomes only another me.ms of lielping the dc\ clopm-'nt 
of I'ajn'tali'-m.
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refineries wliicli they v.'ere iniwiBiiig ar .‘-Ioax’ to rio before. It 
is not an accident that the big monopolists of coal agreed to step 
up production wlien the Government decided to open its own 

. ,,.e ’ c , , X- mak'ec
mining macidnerv. And it is iK^t pnrAx' a i'lianei;!! vr texEinix.a! 
matter th.af the Horn'keb; Steel Pimi! b-- biiil: the Germaris
is still in blue-prints and iJargsipur Cuc. Id.u.t ;o i;c ondt oy ;:k 

Britishers is still looking out for a bankers’ Ioan, while the Bliilai 
Plant to be built by the Soviet Union is going up by leaps and 
bounds and liojres to be completed ahead ol schedule.

This h;:pp<'e< bicai;--' ! nc inc-a,,; . ' .^■cnaii-, n-I t :■ 
glad to see India, once then' most proniaide colony, aaxancaii, on 
the road to economic independence and getting rid of their con
trol, while the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries are 
glad to see and help in the dcve'opmt n! ''-i all ,mder-de\'eloped 
countries, so that the working class and the toiling people tliers 
can rapidly advance to socialism and prosperity. Every advance 
of the newly independent countries towards industrialisation and 
economic independence weakens imperialism and strengthens 
democracy and peace and ultimately world socialism.

The critics of the Right sec this and try to blow up our 
state-owned heavy industry development. The critics of the 
Left must also sec this and frv and act to improve, strengthen 

and fulfil that development.

'K- 
ied

z

9. W/i<7t Is Wroii^ iL'iiJt Jlelp 'from CcpitdJisf Countries:'

Does this mean that we do not want to take help from the 
countries of capitalism—from England or America? It does not 
mean so. The development of our economy will take the supply 
of capital goods from all the industrially advanced countries. 
But a country like ours, a count))’ tlial has been kept backward 
by the colonialists, cannot ha\c enough accumulated capital to 
pay all at once for all those capital goods, technique and know
how. Hence, we have to ask for loans.

But the colonialists want to dictate terms hu their Ioans. 
Ihey want us to Join their war 'C;ac{s- Tf.cv x-rant control cs'cr 
O)ir resources—'.' hieh nxmo tiiio- wan; us ni he siib;i <'i to tl.c:)

Another reaso;) whe ’a b) is j.o) vein esi ho e the fact
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that they charge disproportionately high prices for their supplies 
and services to cam super profits. And when we wish to pay 
back they do not accept payment in rupees, because it means 
that they have to buy something from us in return of wh.,t they 
supply us. Idiai puts us in what is described as the erffis of 
foreign cwcnangc.

The capitalist countries, moreox-cr. do not like to give us 
loans •; 1 "dd !.■ ,.’,y industi'ies at all and particularly in the
state sector. They are ready to sell us their surplus wheat, their 
unsaleable cotton. But they are unwilling to give us readilv 
machine-making plants. They want to t-nd those n, inly to thx i 
cl.'V's b'-f ;h, !i, cnii, pj jm io’ pr.\ atc piout. They
:<■ .kg uiuucy to Tata, Martin Burn, Birla and others.

, This is xvhat compelled the Government of India to seek 
loans and help from the Soviet Union and other socialist coun
tries. At first the Government, with its traditional trade links 
with the capitalist countries, tried as much as possible to avoid 
trade relations with the socialist countries. But the obstacles 
put in the way of our development by the capitalist countries, 
particularly by the financiers of the USA, Britain, and the 

* friendly straighlfonvard terms offered by the socialist countries, 
without any strings attached to them, convinced the people of 
dur country that help from the socialist camp is genuine, really 
efficient and comes in time. Even the Government and the bour
geoisie had to admit it. Such help is upsetting the plans of the 
colonialists and of the Right-wing critics who want to keep India 
under-developed .and once again ailacli her to their band-wagon.

H
U- nV 
then 1

not a;: 
difficu 
ponsib 
But th 
gi\-e a 
But th 
and th. 
capital:

He; 

factors ■ 
sav ihai 
d ffi< wlv 

cause ti

lO. S/.’OfzZrZ the Plan Fail ...

It is, however, known that the Second Five-Year Plan is in 
great difficulties, that it is being cut down or pruned and that 
llie Plan i.s no longer what it promised to be. IIow then are we 
to .support it and u’hat can we do to checkmate its saboteurs 
some of whom manage to utilise even the governmental appa
ratus for their unholy work (riz., the Mundhra affair)?

Hoc is what Mr. A. D. Shroff, a well blown baiikci-indus- 
{'iahs!. •, ■' \ abm.t )!npoit.s which affect our foreign e\ch'u.r,
iJi'd 1’ ■ Tift ,, i.i.wji licences were

11. Fo

Tlw 
from foi 
coming, 
wiiicli Si 
Plan, isr. 
sdicincs 
be ('!!!!::
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by the Government of India last year has created
He said there was

issued
“a very serious situation” in the country.
tralEcking in licences.” (Times of India. 10 Dec, 1957.)

Of course Mr. Shroff as a banker should have known what 
was happening in the banks of his own class. Now as a Right- 
vvinu critic the lesson he draws is tli it “Iwith i ' m'li n<’ t’leii 
s’lpporteis would have icaJiscd Ly now tii.tt t!ie i-Zuic'n’ini, on 
whnL the plan w.ii based —attaimncut of a sotxalistu p..iw.!i 
of society—“looked such a good horse in the stable but is proving 
an arrant jade oir the journey.” Mr, Shroff farled to see that 
it was because the horse was being jockeyed b\ the brethren 
of Ins own class, who purposely want to far! rt in the run und 
then bnv rt up at the price ot a j.rdc'

i.ii. t that it thi J. J ai 1 lus I . \\ '1

not affect only the ruling party. It wall spell iinrnense economic 
difficulties for the whole country. No doubt the political res
ponsibility of the failure will be of the ruling Congress P, rty 
But then the misery wrll be for everyone to suffer. It may even 
giv'e a political advantage for the genuine parties of the Left 
But the advantage will be far greater, if we can save the best 
nnd the basic features of the Plan and defeat the monopoly 
caprtahsts rn their game against the people.

Here w’e have no time to go into the an.dysw of .11 the 
factors that are taking our economy to a crisis. Some people 
say that the difficulties are of growth and, therefore, he .Ithv 
drfBculties. What are the main elements ot the situation which 
cause the difficulties.

1

■ i

I 

r

5

’ I / , n ; ,
f /

'111 main complaint ot the Planneis is that i!ie resources 
from foreign loan capital that they expected to get are not forth
coming. The cost of what is coming has gone up. Our exports, 
which should have paid for some of these vital inipoits for tlie 
Plan, are falling in price and in quantity. Hence many of the 
schemes of electricity, transport, fertiliser factories, etc. have to 
be curtailed, except such as have been already launched.

bl the matter of foreign resources, what is not being put 
<h 1' before the peojrie is that help from fomitjii j( M n has
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not coiiiu lioin the zinglo-American bloc according to expecta
tions; that what was available has been utilised at random, with
out plan or proper control; and that with the connivance or 
direct help of the Ministries conccined a lot ol aid from tire 
Anglo-American bloc was diverted to monopolists in the private 

sector.
3s

“Imp."IS ii c ifeiscd fiopi Rs. 751 cioics in 1^55-56 tn R', 

cioies in jh5P-'i7 . h' incna'-e in imports was shared by 
R'tn the puijjc .and prn.a.^ st (. ioj.'— imports on Govemnaa; 
account taxing invieased from Rs. 139 crores in 1953-56 to 
Rs. 281 cjori - 'o x- , ’ uu pn.ate account from
jis. i)J_ 1.1 .es to Rs. 796 crores/’ says the Planning Commission’s 
Rex lew.

IF
■f

R ' n jlh.) tiiut m ipite of the increasing tempo and 
peicentage of outlay in the state sector visualised in the Plan, 
private imports have risen more than Government’s and, secondlv, 
while Government import account is limping at Rs. 281 crores, 
the private account stands at Rs. 796 crores. The account of 
state imports for productive purposes would be stdl poorer if wo 
remember that a large part of it is for Defence purposes, such as 
naval ships, armaments, aircraft, etc.

This shows where the foreign exchange goes—not so much 
for the use of the state sector as of the private sector. This does 
not, of course, mean that activity in the private sector does not 
feed the Plan or that the private sector can be abolished outright 
from all spheres. It shows how the capitalist private sector is 
strong and how weak remains the state sector.

This is whv it haopeped tlvi ' ’
' ' u' ('] In!’, ’ C..I ...jjo.id lor getting
.V .o,., nn (la ttme sector of industries, he came back with 
big deals for the private sector. Some say he failed the state 
but saved the private sector.

The Planning Commission’s Review says that in the industry 
in the private sector Rs. 85 crores were invested in 1955-56 and 
Rs. 160 crores in 1956-57 with an expectation of Rs. 270 crores 
in 1957-5S. This docs not include unrevealcd investments and 
accumulation.

I

? I

I
I

1
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Next to the obstruction of the foreign monopohsts. is the 
activity of the capitalists of the private sector that hamper the 
Plan and impose hardships on the pi ink They cv ulc t.’xes run
ning into several hundred crores of rupees each year. The Gov- 
pinmcnt instead of attacking the rich tax-dodgrrs turns against 

o: t. I'l ( J re p c
4 it t

oi tht'.i vev t.^x-cv ading 
,itit and pjoiitecring in 
iii’i'it' of monk iiTi’ii'-ii-.

Their robbery' of public money
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KS
-Ot

is

t!ip npopip kI 1 nposcs hicLei ' 'i 
siiPitasrp and prfxide mnnev for < Cn i 
(j! winch again iiots into the coiicrs 
n.'hioiiajics. I’heii speculalixc ac'o 
prices, make the living costs of the mei'it' of j < on]( oti’i 

aiae and uncertain. Their robbery of public money (thoiigii 
detected veiy rarely), as was done in the case of the Telco loco- 
V'ci’c^e ct lhe Titas r T c t

Oil co, (' ’,s oi ‘he Muxidhiua oi .i.e seanua,s oi tiic Indian 
Finance Corporation, the Sodepur Glass Works, the Nepa Paper 
Mills, the theft of stores at Bhakra-Nangal Dam, the failure of 
the Bombay Tubewells, not only goes unpunished, but is even 
explained away as unavoidable hazards of private enterprise in 
the service of the country! The kl'mcP ra and tW Insurance 
Corporation funds scandal, which would have led to a crash of 
a cabinet even in a bourgeois democraev like England was 
explained away and laughed at by some of the Ministers in the 
Parliament.® Such is their consciousness of socialism, social 
good and Jhe Plan.
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13 Failtite of Land Reforms

The third serious element in the situation is the failure of 
food supplic*; Tt's stated bi' the < <’ t ’

J , 1,1 UamilH' I
’J uu IS only paitly liue But the houidmg and speculative acti
vities of the big capitalist-traders, rice mdleis and landlords, who 
use people’s miseries and shortage to make money, arc certainly 
not a natural calamity! But it took hungi i marclics and starva
tion deaths for the Government to wake up to the situation. At 
the beginning of tire Budget Session (if Pailiament th’S year 
(1957) it was flatly denied that the '■itirtion v'as serious and

c written the Chagla -n j J id i ot been ern- a*—n A.v, '

li 2
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whatever shortages’ were felt were attributed most cynically to 
‘overheating’ by the people and rise in staiidaidd of living. Such 
is the socialist philosophy that rules the Government benches.

The main failure is uot of ruin. It is the failure of the land 
Teforms promised to the peasant, failure to give him protection 
from (vietions, to give hiin aid to lei-n (fuopei,,ti\e acricuitur!', 
with cheap eaj,)i!al and e.juijimeiit, to lighieu his tu\ burdens and 
to .->.,'1 c'hii.i iio,.'! no ^poeuiutoi'- ,ind tia; (.apin.iisL market and 
the scpice^c ol the buieaucrats. Lhiiim thorough laud reforms 
'arc carried out, mere sJiouting about cominunitv development 
v.il! net sohe tin hod juoblein, li th.it v.eie il.t mtiin solutio:;, 
the report that this scheme has coceied 296,000 \illages, 173 mil
lion population and spput Ps 71 tih June 1977 should

'trade unions should join hands with the movement of the pea
sants for these reforms, which are held up by capitalist-landlord 
interests and their supporters in the Government. Unless the pea
sant committees in the \’illages themselves are gi\ en powers to 
carry out the reforms and protected by the state against the 
moneyed men, the bureaucrats and their gangsters, the retorms 
Ibecome only paper reforms. While a small trickle of benefit goes 
in a few places, the huge grants become the source of cnricbmient 
of a few.

A Review by' the Planning Commission say's: “The additional 
area actually irrigated by major and medium projects during the 
First Plan is about 4 million acres agahist the original evoeeta- 
tions of about 8.5 million acres and an anticipated additional 
potential of 6.3 million acres. The shortfall in utilisation of irri
gation supplies ha.s occurred mostly in the States of Bihar, 
L";. . IK ' P , ii'i W I, i ih me I auo thi iimsgus lor the short-

d I.. ■ I. .1 , \ 'S ,1 I III ,I.. .\ diat g. t iter ckterition
has to-be given to steps essential for the early' utilisation of 
irrigation supplies. There is need for even greater stress on 
the.se .step.':, in \'iew of the meigie results obtained in 1956-57. 
The tai get of .idchtiouil iirigation jsotential for the Second Five- 
Year Plan is 12 million acies of which 2 2 million acres were 
programmed to be achieved during the year 1956-57. The actual 
gtld.th'ai.il irrig.itien dining the uur (’excluding Bombay and 
J tx K' was, how’t'ver, onh’ about 650.099 acies.”
■ 'fhe tu.de unii’us base a d :i.t pi con.d interest in thi.s,
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because evei) fdiluie on the food front immediately affects 
prices md cuts tin ' liie of our wages

I

k
r

if. lIicEolf of n idiiLiaci/ 

T lie fo!" til < 
ciacy in the state 
dtmociacv for tlu 
IS left to ‘official

■-t’H 'ivc element m the Plan is the 1 le i- 
apjii'atus and the absence of leal executive 
p< pie lhe whole functioning of the P'an 

i< < K cs, winch off and on make a show of 
‘consuhing’ and inviting ‘co-operation’ of the p< on1< T1 ce a-e 

I 0 ( s 11 the 111111 I ( I u \ ] I t 
uidepcntKnee want to nelp in the development of the countr) s 
economy. But mere goodness of a few cannot be a substitute 
for mass initiative, in the absence of which the bourgeois land- 
loid influences piove stionger and use the state for their own 
purposes The absence of room for democratic initiative and 
execution born below tlm sanctity with which the doings of the 
bureaucracy are clothed and protected by force and law ulti
mately lead to coriuption and a police state—which means the 
fnd of progress and non-fulfilment of the needs of the people.

*4

h

15. W/icfi CflJi the Trade Unions Do?

mal 
the 

cta-

How can these obstiuctive elements be oveicome and what 
can the tiade uii’ons do in this task?

The trade unions must first concentrate on educating the

( (
J

I

mass of woikc’s on tiie ik eds of tlie saunifi) 1 lx 
ti J ( iis K (i IV Sill t (i]j;nss Partv' onh sine the ’’ 
UK. at I cccincnts tiie Plan and tiy to mobilise the people

^chmd their Government and the classes that support it, dius 
preventing the masses from taking democratic initiative to pro- 
if'ci the 1 own and the gcneial interests.

Some liadc unions only denounce citlier the whole Plan as 
I'lcitiy a 
S ich 
left pill ^'olfK-y 

fj iSl \ (K )>1 s

nnniov ( uKiils i

censpn icv of the bourgeoisie to defiaud the peop’e 
1 < IK s'd J and unieal view', though put in ladical and 

onlv helps the Right-wing icactionaiies and 
If ifh
1

initiative lioin acliicving posRi'c
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d’sH.ptcrs namely, the foreign monopoly capitalists, 
iiioixopionsts and. tiicir agents in the state.

e Tinist expose the activities of the foreign oil com 
' ‘ ' ■ > IT < f '(s<s tl e big c 111 niinv'T intt

Evciv deal of the Government vith tliesc colonial J
■ ! V t< iin that they dictate against the interests of ou

masses on the in ecl to fulfil the Plan and to defend it against the 
thiec in iin 
tne Indian

I

> 1 ( '

rests, etc 
intciv^ts, Cl ■ 
ccononi) must be exposed before the people d demands raised 
cilhf I to r t*'onahsc them or severely curb their monopoly power 
and hnmful acfixities. This must be done from the point or 
view of the gcncml national mteiest and .is part of our struggle 

n -1 J, f ( \ I h n,
< i V ’1 ill. U < t V \ < t. t, e i

corrupt piactices. We must guard the theft of propcity ui the 
state sectoi as that is property of the people.

We must give efficient work according to the terms of the 
service, particularly so in the state sector. State-sector econornj. 
is not vet a socialist economy. But it is built by taxing the peo
ple, out of public money. The surplus in the state sector does 
not become wholly the private dividends of the rich few, though 
a pait no doubt is used for tliat purpose and for harnessing tlm 
toiling masses in the service of capital, through state force, 
whenever they show signs of protest or revolt Even then, the 
state sector, when made amenable to Parliamentary control can 
be m ide to use the surplus for tax relief education ameliorat’on 
of conditions for all people, etc.

Trade union cadres must learn the financial and technical 
nrppr ic of industry both in private and public sector, without 
V 'litJi tnev (.nnof exircise intelligent vigdaace o. [..litipuU 
liic 1 ju-uai ,cnt in the state sector thiough such uwii ' 
organs as woiks councils, trade union committees or committees 
of the state legislatures and Parliament.

-vh (i”r trade unions embracing tlie workers of the big com 
hmes 1 ibst be able to handle thiough co opeialive act" ity J 
least th ’ ipicst’on of their own food distribution and homing

e .are trymg to indicate some of the general tasks the 
uni ’ ■- can undimtake in relation to the Plan, our economy and 
dt '<ht g insf the cokmialists abroad and the monopolists t 
ho n,

I
5

I

J

I
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16. Trade Union Representatives in Parliament

In this great task, the trade unions have now secured a 
position of vantage and influence in the Parliament and the state 
legislatures. As a result of the last elections, trade union leaders 
of all shades of thought and affiliation have, been elected in 
quite large nuinbeis. 'Phe AITUC alone ha.s iiiiic members of 
Parliament and 32 mcmbers.in tlie state iegislatnrc.s, who put 
forward criticisms on behalf of the people and the working class 
as indicated above. The AITUC, the HMS, the UTUC along 
with the leaders of independent trade union federations, evolve 
common points of criticisms and proposals on the floor of the 
legislatures. Through adjournment motions, cumvtinns, ort di-- 

poinl of the working class and the trade unions now' finds ex
pression throughout the country. And we should be glad to 
record that there is at least one Government of a state, that of 
the Communist Party of Kerala, which, however small it may 
be and however limited its powers to transform the life of a 
whole state of fourteen million people, docs respond quickly and 
correctly to the democratic demands of the people and the trade 
union?. Let us work for more successes in Piis field of parlia
mentary action.
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The tasks which we have indicated above do not at present 
evoke any enthusiasm on the part of the workers, in fact thev 
evoke reluctance to an extent, because in the present stage of 
our economy they are under heavy fire from all sections of the 
exploiters, whether private or state. For ever}' minute of their 
life they have to struggle liaid to defend their working and living 
conditions. Even when the pcnrony is growing, .even when ttie 
wealth of the country and the profits of the capitalists grow, the 
workers are denied their legitimate share. Hence they find it 
difficult to be enthused over a Plan, which speaks of having a 
progressiv'e labour policy, but willingly and volnntarilv never 
takes a step unless it is pressed hard to concede even the smallest 
demand of the workers. With all this, however, it is a fact that, 
with the boom in production partly as a result of the Plan and 
partly of vvorld conditions, the trade unions have been able to 
make headway and make certain gains, that tliev have been able
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to advance in their positions. Let us see what the position is in 
that field.

Ill

WAGES, WORK AW) DEMANDS

17. Lack of Proper Statistics

The Government asks the people to judge the success of 
its economic activity in relation to industrialisation bv' pomtii 'j 
to investment^ and indues of n’od • <

I 1 V (HISS h\ tlie profits thej lUakc \\ c, woikeis, judge 
It mainly by the wages we get and the load of work we have to 
do, in the context of this growth of production, profits and 
living costs. Questions of wages and work are the most vital 
pait of our life and demand prime attention fiom the trade 

unions.

If someone were to ask whether in the ten years since inde
pendence, and particularly in the five years of the Fiist Five- 
Year Plan and the first two years of the Second Plan, the workers 

* have advanced on the wages front, or lost, what can we say? A 
precise answer to that is rather difficult because the coUeption 
of statstics on this matter by the Government is not so cast .is 
to give us a pictuie of the wage map of India. The Payment 
of Wages Act gives us an annual sum of average earnings in an 
industiy. But it is unrelated to the output of total production 
The cost of Iiv'ing indices or the consumei puce indices do not 
rdlcct the reality of family living costs coirecfh and to the full 
> Il it 11)1 loJlcction of puces and costs is not only faulty, but 
some unions alleged that it is even doctoied to prevent workeis' 
claims. The Government keeps on changing the bases for th 
md(\ fiom tunc to time. The change in base years disables 
compaiisons and unwittingly helps the employers to confuse the 
woikeis’ demands. So far thiee base yeais have been used, viz, 
1939 1944 and 1949, foi consumer puce indices

We have as yet no computations on the total wage and 
Sa! Il bill o{ the whole counliv, of its inclustiy, tiadc and sci-

p
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1
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> u Or-, tue J lieiit i i \ s Vol lO i le „e »><. 
The study that is published on the net product of

■‘i

I

I’ni'tcd data
indiistiv, ii 1 ri winch one can find the share of w igcs and the 
shaic of the capitihst, embraces only about 29 industries But it 
e in \ e s iio ^ual iiice to f n J the tii i <1 T ' ide C f 11

published b\ the Goicrnment also is a lough guide to trends 
('•' \ 1 I ' ]■) I 1 92 

18 B «" \f]r(incL — Nominal and Kcal

' itcrial that is axailable, we c n say that
’ t iiii ii£,s in the nnjor sectoi*; of industries h-^ve goiu 

1917 IS follows

As tjf/gc An/tWfll Lannngs Hs per Worker
1 "r ~

5
Jld

■<
1

702 4
These arc collected on the basis of returns under the Pay

ment of VV aw's Vet (ZneZian Lafiour GarcZte, September 1957 b
Ulis shows tliat woikers’ battles won them a rise from B' 

702 4 in 1947 to Rs 1108 7 in 1952 In the next three years 
theie was aiinost no change Then again, a rise was obtained 
in 1955 from Rs 11081 to Rs 1170 0

nominal earnings fiom 1947 to 1955 with 1951

900 8 1028 9 1108 i iiOO < iiUO i iiio e

ihc index 
show s

1949

95 4

ot

1950

93 7

1951

100

1952 1953 1954 1955

108 1 107 7 107 6 116 0
1

•nd
't-

I

as 100

1947

71.0

All this shows that workers were out to fight for oxercoining
the wage cuts of the war period and securing an improvement of 
th( 1! fondituns and the\ succeeded in making significant gams

b 11 1’ ' j til u \oikl bl umed li wi do not find out w! i 
' I I ( 1 J HU n 1 (o *■])( c s! D* ] \ 1114 ot 11 w mil

I vcr\ woikci knows that the money m his hands is now 
moic But that monev buys less than before because the capi- 
tds' li iisingji"c(s (nd m iking the nccess iiies of life deirtr

II w( t dt th .t f (Ct into consideiation, what do we find'"
We find that the woikers base succeeded in oxercoming the 

w igc cuts of the war pciiod and also keeping pace with die rise 
in piicf s iiiiposf d on them by the employ cis It means that not
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only money wages have made an advance but real wages also 
have advanced, mainly in the large-scale org.mi cd ind”.stries.

Index of realAll-India consu-
mer pri^ e index I C/JCU

} ear V1939—100; (1939-!

1947 323 78.4
1948 360 Si 1
1949 371 91.7
1950 371 90.1
1951 3S7 92.2
1952 -•-ri ■■

. 0 J ) jX ) 'J'J v
1954 37.1 102.7

1

1

It may be said that since independence, all that the success 
of the First Five-Year Plan did for the working class was to take 
it back to the standards of living of 1939! But such a reading 
would not be correct. It would be saving that all that our heroic 
struggles led to was to throw us back to 1939! What we have 
really achieved is to overcome the heavy wage cuts of the war 
periojj and to secure a wage rise to neutralise the rising prices 
which soared even after the end of the war. The Indian big 
bourgeoisie after securing power did not hesitate to fleece its 
working class and people for their selfish profits and the workers 
fought it back.

In judging the real content of the advance, one, of coiuse, 
has to study how the advance was secured and the relation it 
bears to the prosperity that the other classes ha\e .seemed. But 
before we look into it wo has'e to point out the forrr, tHo 
basis ill which the cau'.ngs ol the woikcis have advanced. I
19. War-time Loss and Regain in Basie, D.A., Bonus and

8-Hour Day

Our wage s).stern takes several foims of payment. There 
is a basic wage, whether on time basis or on piece rates. When 
in war time prices rose, an addition was made to the basic wage, 
called dearnes.s allowance. Ihis was paid directly in cash on 
some ad hoc basis as a ’w’d sum or as pciecntage ol basic wages. 
In some places, a pait of the de.arness was uitf bv ^ivin"

rationed suj 
piivcb or fit 
of the emp] 
'rcwai d.’ T 
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rationed supplies of food and other items of necessity at fixed 
prices or free. When the workers saw the immense prosperity 
of the employers, they becan to ask for a share of it, as their 
reward.’ Thus the annual bonus came into existence. In the 
last seven years the struggle for higher wages embraced all forms 
of w.isii s di.it is, ;isc ill basic vages. lor higiici dcaincss
allowance to neutralise the rise in the prices, and for bonus.

The demand for higher dearness allowance and bonus 
dominated in the v..r and post-war period. When the Second 
World War broke out, the Bombay Government under the lead
ership of Mr. K. M. Munshi, the then Home Minister, was the 
first to allow the traders and manufacturers a rise of 20 per cent 

had ruled for only 10 jaci vent.
The textile workers of Bombay retaliated by asking for 

dearness allowance, which was conceded only to the extent of 
10 per cent. The general strike of March 1940 followed, but no 
change was immediately made. But as a result of it, the dear
ness allowance was linked to cost of living indices for the first 
time in India and annual bonuses were promised by the mill
owners. Thgt became the beginning of a wide-spread movement 
for dearness allowance and bonus throughout the country.

But the dearness allowance never neutralised fully the rise 
* in the cost of living, and none was conceded in several industries 

and centres where the trade unions were weak or workers could 
not unite and struggle. Calcutta is an instance. So was it in 
coal, tea, etc. Appendix II on page 93 shows the vast disparities 
between one centre and another, despite tremendous rise in cost 
of living in all places.

The result was that real wages fell enormouslv. By 1916, 
they were 73.2 per cent of 1939. The workers were made to 
suffer the burdens of the war, while the employers reaped huge 
profits.

»

20. Post-war Upsurge

With the end of the war, there was an upsurge of the 
national movement for independence. It was backed by political 
strikes on a nation-wide .scale, which also put forward economic 
demands for increase in wages and reduction of working hours.



Ail anti-impciiahst forces i’lcItidinc' tfo C^ngicsb kadership,- 
sc mn’'ln\,v' w th tiic uciiiaiids ior a wage rise to overcome the: 
war-time fall in wages and consecjuent hardships. The AICC 
even adopted a resolution to that effect but cautioned against 
strikes. The Government appointed a Pav Commission for air 
seiciccs inJurh-jg xa/iwa^s, which had been given an interim* 
ichef.

Til'* nios' 1 !■! f , ,1 J \ I I, t'lL introduction of 
! li 1 g. t hc I). in tim countiy, the realisation of that historic 
demand lor which the tiadc union movement throughout the 
world had been fnjhtmc since the first May Day Manifesto of; 
1659 'fhe S-hou! da) was introduced iionr 1 August 1946, 
witlioiit ..ii\ wage reduction, winch means a gain of 10 per cent 
in wagCj.

The histo’ie tisl <1 i P ‘ ,< ) jjcitoiined

t n e Gvvvinincni workers round a’
C...1C.1 slogan of uniform w’ages, a uniform minimum for the 
w'hole country.

There w’Cie tribunals and boards for other industries also. 
The movement for dearness allowance, for a national minimum, 
for bonus, for a standardised basic wage made headway from 
1946 to 1948 with substantial gains in dearness allowance and^ . 
bonus and some gains in the basic wages in some industries, 
Gov'emment services, railways, post and telegraph, coal-mining, * 
textiles, iron and steel; that is, the major sector of the working
class made an advance. The real wage index rose from 73.2 in' 
1946 to 91.7 in 1949. ' ' '

At the same time, the employers were fleecing the country' 
mercilessly with the help of Government policies which removed 
the war time controls on several commodities- and thus allowed 
the speculators to rob the people Ahumed at the way the most 
pjfi.oiK aid pious bouigeojsie robbed tli<- pi op'e ,md roused 
tilt rr Pl, GiAiinriient and the Congress Part}'-'
h'll to ic-mtioduce certain controls. (For the statistics of the 
stiike wave of that period see Appendix III (bl on page 95 )

Ci’iiditio'is sfabilisL'd lelalively ior a time, fiom 1959 on- 
w.Kis Tlie stiike wave came down appreciably, though dis
putes (Il bonus, dearness allowance and basic W’ages were pend
ing in many pLiccs. Tlie most famous dispute, that lasted for
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over SL\ years and tjave i new turn to the nuest 
ill ddie cLiss cinploxecs in the main and to then 
was the dispute of the Bank employees This dispute \\ as unique 
m many respects. In this dispute the workers had a taste of the 
Constitution, had the pleasure of an ordni ii i ’ p , tho 
fist of its kind, had the taste ot the Central Go\ eminent nter- 
vening in behalf of the bankers and itfiisim: 
"lun bv a tnbnn d li id tin pit i ii n s, i i
tci icsign and ultimately through a threat of 

minute compromises, and a new tribunal, h id 
secure a substantial part of their demands 
demands, the organisatioml build up, the al! n t
and unified behaviour and action under the b inni r 
India Bank Employees’ Association (AIBEM- ill 
struggle of the bank woikeis on n i ’

L t t pint ms 11 thi ll idi uufiihc'c' Jis i v. i\ wun- 
mission set the level of the national minimum at Rs 30, below 
which no basic wage should fall for Government emplos ees, this 
dispute set the tone for the levels of the salaries of the middle
class employees The AIBEA is an independent federation. 
But all the three national trade union centres, the MTUC the 
UMS and the UTUC, rallied in its support on a united platform.

21.^ First Plan and Defeat of Wage Freeze Policy

/ It was in the midst of the bank workers’ dispute that the 
First Five-Year Plan came It put forward a wages policy for 
the Plan. What was its essence?

The essence of the policy was a w'age freeze for tl e fis c 
years of the Plan. It was plainly stated that if workers were 
given wage increase to meet the rise in the prices that would 
take place, there would be inflation and it won ’ ] ir n to ibi 
Plan

The pohci of v ige fie /,, was open \ it l1 i \ tm Sastii 
11 ibuiial in the Bank Award It quoted wath approi al the fol
lowing from the First Five-Year Plan

“In recent years prices haic risin i p d’\ InJ istn il pi ifts 
hoc dso increased considerably and orginwcd 1 iboer 1 is ob
tained substantial incicases m wages To chick in'i ition how'- 
exci, profits and wages will need to be controHid to some extent 
ourmg the peiiod of the Plan \n increase in w igcs at tins

» f
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iuneture T,'' fo,’iH\’ i ~ i s^Joility b\ i.d-.
the costs of production. ”

This policy of wage ficezc. however, evoked a strike sires 
gle almost in every case where it was attempted. In those majt. 
industries whrjp dearness allowancv. was Imked to cost of living 
the rise in wages used to be automatic. Even there struggle' 
arose on questions of bonus.

The wed w ui-i ec, V ely lo'u,' ,hi ti dtack tins pohv). 
During this period, instead of struggling for rise in basic wages, 
the workers liiiked the wages demand with bonus.

The declaiatn n to control piofirs rcniained orJy on paper. 
The Plan gave huge profits to the capitalists, production increa
sed, prices al'o ros*’ The workers retail,.led by asking for more- 
wages and bonus. Earnings of the workers rose, both in monev'

'J ‘ V 1

lutely up but J piGci<*ch\?c; aiiJ pioductioii continued to
rise uninterruptedly. Full time work and productivity raised the 
wages more than the rates of wages and amount of bonus paid. 
That is the real picture of the rise in wages. The worker has 
earned moie because he contributed more of liis labour, not be
cause of any increase in the real price of his labour power. In 
1952, the inde.v of real wages came to 102.7 compared to 1939. 
We had overcome the war time loss and got a little more. Thus 

/ the policy oi wage freeze was defeated.

22. Workers’ Share of Wealth Produced by Him

Factory production has been rising in volume and value 
since 1950. The workers have given their labour in the service 
of capital and the country. If one studied the share of the 
workers’ wages in the net product of industrv' and compared it 
with the share of the capitalists, we find the following.

I

Net income from factory industries

Earnings of woikeis

Profits or share of capital

% share of \\.i£;es in output

fin Bs Crores)
2950 1954 1955

528 6 732.6 775.5
(100) (136) (145)
230 1 292.3 319..5

(100) (123) (135)
292.2 440.,3 456.0
(100) (130) (156)

44 7 39 9 41,1
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Thus wealth lias grown. ls\en the worker has got a httlc 
more money. But his share of the growth of wealth, in the 
creation of which he is the main factor, has fallen from 44.7 per 
cent in 1950 to 411 per cent in 1955

Earnings of the worker increased from 100 in 1950, to 123 in 
’O')! and to 135 m IJ55 But tlm idle eaimngs of capital increa

sed Irom 100 to 1.5') . ." *'1^;, a, 156
The worker cajiied more because he worked more. But the 

profiteers e.tn ' .n tl i.,n the worker out of the worker’s labour.

The gams m.ide .ire nt\ei secure, lhey are under the con
stant threat of attack Only the struggles, strength and vigilance 
of the trade union movement have enabled the worker to make 

' !' c u nnr the omplovers have 

ev^er willingly comeoed anything. zVml Urn) aic evei icaU_> ic 
attack what the worker has gained. Hence advances in real wages 
remam unstable unless backed by trade union strength and then 
also not always as tan he seen from the example of other capi
talist countries as England where the unions aie so strong.

Though we speak of overall averages and all-India picture 
of the wage situation, as already stated above, we have no 
national standard of wages. The wage rates are totally 
anarchic and in many cases, a product of ad hoc considerations. 
Capitalist industry and the working class have now spread to 
every comer of India. It is necessary to arrive at some national 
standard of wages which, while being a standard, provides for 
diffeientials of skills, loads of woik, intensity and hazards of 
work, and regional, cultural and climatic differences. Some 
Studies in this direction are being made by the Government 
iliiougli Ibi ! ,tg( Stiid\ Cioupv and the Steeling Committee

J "" ><v

As is well known, it is not the capitalist employer, who is 
interested in a national wage standard or standardisation. Capi- 
I li’st < ’npkvmfnt is based on the vei v principle of competition 
to lowir cO'ts of produition .ind enhance profits. By different 
W’age r.itcs, they make the workers also compete with each other 
for the job, until by experience he fights anarchy in his own 
»aiiks thiough his trade union. Uniform rate for the job—stand- 
udis.itjon- liclps the workers to unite and get the same price for
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his labour for tire same job everywhere, except for certain diffe
rences.

The employers and tin, Go\ eriimr n' (i st' P^sss ng 
demands for bonus and wage increases from all parts of India, 
appointed an All-Indir Labour Appellate Tribunal (LAT) in 
1950 to evohe some unified line on the granting of demands, 
especially' on bonus and dearness allowance

23. The LAT and Its End

The labour Appelbte Ti’hn
‘ s payment to a r^ght under certam conditions It was
declared to be a deferred wage, but only until a living wage was 
attained. The LAT, however, worked out a formula for the 
disposal of the surplus product in such a wav that it enabled the 
employers to appropriate a major part of the surplus before any- 
thmg could be left for bonus. But it allowed the consideration 
of ‘social justice’, obviously meanmg thereby the bad condition 
of the worker and the need to improve it, to be made an element 
in the final judgment. Soon, however, on an appeal from the 
employers, the Supreme Court blew up the conception of social 
justice from consideration of bonus payment.

The LAT formula was heavily weighted in favour of the 
employers Every section of trade union moxemtnt protested 
.igainst it, including the INTUC But curiously enough, it weis 
the INTUC which first signed a five-year agreement on bonus 
in Ahmedabad and Bombay in terms of tint m n for i iil i tt h id 
denounced

3''' I \T \eidicls, till ir delays and costliness incensed the 
woikcrs, and ultimately on a demand from all sections of trade 
unions, including the INTUC, the LAT was abolished without 
accomplishing any stand nd systiin or norms of i ig s i i bonus 
loi tile whole countiy 
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prices have gone up and production and profits have 
new heights.

The all-lndia wholesale price index of food articles has gone 
up from 301.5 in 1955 to 372.9 in 1956 — a rise of 6S points in 
one year. For 1957, the index has gone up to 416.8 (Base 1939 
— 100). (S'sus'.... Mi-vild!/ Abslrnds ol Tbii.s all
'attempts to hold the price line from rising, said to have been done 
by the Government, have not borne fruit. The cost of living in 
'the industrial town.s has risen even more sharply than is shown 
by the wholesale inde.v.

The index of industrial production ros(' thus:

1951 - ion

1953 - 122
1956 - 133
1957 (November) — 148

This is the period of the Second Plan. Herein, the policy 
of wages freeze was changed to a policy of linking wages to 
productivitj'. Wages avouIcI rise only on the basis of increased 
productivity was the new slogan of the Goveminent and em
ployers. But in effect it works the same way. And soon every 
emplo/er began to complain that in his plant productivity was 
going down.

The pressure of the increasing hardship is seen in the 
increasing strike wave. Number of man-days lost, workers in
volved, and disputes has been rising as below:

Disputes

worsening of their conditions or to the desire to improve the 
existing position. This year (19.57) also, though the number 
of rnan-days lost is not as liigh as in 1956, the number of disputes 
and the number of weikers .lileetcd i.s e\'on higher than in 1956.

1954 840 477,188 3,372,639
19.55 1169 527,767 5,697,848
1956J 1263 734,168 7,136,512
1957 (up to November) 1885 1,020,854 5,75-4,961

Tlie jump from three million to five and tl ten to sex’cn is
quite sharp and shows the quick reaction of the workers to the
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25. Major Gains from 195S io 1957

All these tlirce years of 1955, 1956 and 1957, the workers in 
several major industries have raised claims for wages and dear- 
nes,^ allowance and tiibnnab and boards b m been gn.ng their 

\ erdicts.
The outstanding gain was of the coil miners who after ten 

years got a revision of their wages, grades, dearness allowance 
and some attempt at standardisation. Over 36,000 coal miners 
have secured an increase and an Implementation Committee to 
check up on the application of the award.

’ . , J . 1 I c I .n w .1 w

on bonus and a wage mcrease. In both tliese cases, the long
standing payment of dearness allowance in the form of rice was 

abolished and converted into money.
The third notable industry which received larger bonus and 

some ad hoc increases is the iron and steel industry. Burnpur 
Iron (IISCO) workers who were the worst paid, received 63 
days’ bonus—a jump from 10 days to 30 days last year and 6o 
days this year. Jamshedpur of Tatas also had to make conces- 

^sions.

The fourth outstanding wage dispute this year was that of 
the P & T workers and other Government employees in August 
1957. They secured a Pay Commission wh’ch has granted an 
interim relief eflective from July at Rs. 5 per month in dearness 
allowance “to alleviate hardship caused to employees in the 
lower income groups on account of a significant iiw in the cost 
of hxiiig which appeals like!) to persist”

hi spite oi this It is stiaiige to find that the Pay Commission 
has asked that the sum of Rs. 30 which will accrue to the poor 
employees in December should not be given in cash but in 
national savings ceilificatcs If they could save, why should 
they have risked a stiike .and why sliould the Commission have 
given the relief? About 16 lakh employees, including railways, 
post and telegiapli, aviation, PWD, defence employees, Gov'- 
ernment presses, will get this increase in dearness allowance. 
Their last incieasc was m 1951 (Rs. 5} and one in 1919 (Rs. 10). 
Several other professions and trades have also secured wage
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While the organised woiking class through its trade union 
struggles has been able tn secure gains, that has not been the 
■case with workers in small-scale industries or those working on 
big const)uction woiks, (onfracl labour, etc. The boom in pro- 
<bi(*’ 1 - (I I (/''s (1 '1 P •;<)’ bic 'iclp, d all to mile jjrofits
but the unorganised, unskilled worker gets tire benefit too slow
ly, if at all. In this sector, what lias been tried is to secure the 
fixation of minimum wage- C nmnittees for scseral industries 
and trades have fixed the minimum. But even now the mini
mum does not operate in manganese and ore mines. Wage 
advance in these sectors of employment is either non-existent or 

(1 r'■ ”1 c t, ’ ” ,cd n tbii cf the \'orlf'r'’
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fi6, Wage-Price Spiral — False Theory '
_

fact, it encouraged the rise by allowing the banks to make sptf- 
culative advances on foodgrains, until- the situation became 
serious. The profits too aie up. But they wanted to oppos^ 
wage increase, which means they wanted the workers to rsuffer 
a real wage cut. A tremendous propaganda barrage w^s launch
ed with all the backing of ‘economic experts’ that if wages are 
increased, prices rise and this game of wage-price spiral does 
not help the worker and harms society. ’ ' •

It was also alleged that the AITUC unions were fomenting 
wage demands and a strike wave. The AITUC replied to this 
propaganda in the parliamentary debate on August 4, on the 
P f. T no^i'"c AVc had !o <;bow that in all these xcar.«
jiiws ha'.c risen hist and weie rismg continuously without the 

>’( ‘u tiing ,j.)' .ite rise in wages. Wc h.ul to
show that in the countries of Europe and America, where trade 
unions arc of the same thought as the INTUC, workers have 
been figlAing for higher wages as the monopolies are fleecing 
them and making piofits.

The monthly journal of the American Federation of Labour 
•and Congress of Industrial Organisations (AFL-CIO), the big 
tiade union ccntie of Ameiica, wrote in its June 1937 issue:

“The Buicau of Labour Statistics (BLA) has issued a report 
that explodes the piopaganda of the ‘wage-inflation’ .advocates.

t'*'.
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the business spokesmen and politicians, who claim that wage 
and salary increases arc the piiiuny cause of price uicreases... 
'Price increases have been pulling up unit labour costs, not vice 

versa.”
The BLA study says: ‘... the index of non-laboi.r costs 

(profits, depreciation and othm non labour pavment) wis 
higher thin the price index foi }e r piior to 1053
{Economic Trends and Outlook, published monthly by AFL- 
GIO Economic Policy Committee, June 1957 )

The British Trade Unions Gongiess, which is another ‘res
ponsible’ body, in its session in September, 1957, passed a reso
lution xVhich said that Congress had no wish to “chase an infla
tionary spiral” but was not prepaied to accept a policy which 
would d( b |Sf V ) f ’ J “oC ‘ '-
British TUG repudiated the prmciple of wage restraint in any 
form and re-affirmed the determination, while prices and pro
fits remain uncontrolled, to take such steps industrially as would 
ensure that wages kept pace with rising costs.
I The same is the answer of the AITUC to the Government 
and the employers. We do not make the rise in prices. Unless 
,tlie Government agrees to supply the essential items of living 
at fixed prices, unless the Government takes over the enormous 

/ profits made by the employers from workers’ labour for public 
good and for the Plan and stop taxing the poor, the Unions will 
not halt their wage claims and agree to further worsen the al
ready poor living standards.

Demand for General Rise in Wages

It was three years ago that the MTUC calle 1 upon the cm 
plojers anti the Government to iljscnss llie question of a wage 
increase all round in the cou’Rr ’hd for a 25 per cent
rise in wages in view of the low wages prevailing and the rise 
in production, profits and prices. Both the INTUC and the 
HMS took the same view.

These two oiganisaticns have a joint Consultative Board 
with the employers’ organisation in India, from which the 
AITUC is excluded. This Board, though a non-official bodv, 
receives from the Government the status of the tripartite bodies. 
Through this Board, we are told, the IVTUC and the IIMS
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T come to fruitful agreements with the employers. 
AITUC refused to agree in the Tripartite Standmg 
to the amendment of Section 33-A of the Industrial Disputes 
Act to peiinit cniplostis to letiench or dismiss workers during 
the pendency of a dispute befoie a tribunal, this Joint Consul- 
t.itive Bond oniokb secured agreement and the Goscrnmint 
caiiitd out tilt diinndment to the detriment of the woikers But 
■on the question of wage increase the Board fiist kept silent. 
When the movement for wage mcrease began to grow and when 
the INTUC and HMS joined it, the employers protested. We 
lead the following in the proceedmgs of that meeting of the 

Board on January 19 1957:
“While review intj the development in the field of mdustral 

I 1 .1,1 , I ( L s jcpiesentatlv es c\picsscu iC^ret t.l it
•vvlule the Joint Consultative Board was seized with the question 
of rationalisation of the wage structure, workers’ organisations 
had gone to other forums to agitate for wage increase and had 
thus demaged the confidence and the atmosphere created by the 

JBoard.
“The representatives of workers said that perliaps there was 

some misunderstanding due to workers’ recent demand for wage 
increase Such action should not be interpreted as e.xpression 
of lack of faith in the Board. The spirit of the Joint Consulta
tive Board was an article of faith with them. However, they 
pointed out that there was a need for strengthening the Board 
and makmg its voice dominant in the field of industrial relations. 
Till that was done workers had no other alternative but to resort 
to other constitutional channels.” (Indian Labour Gazette, 
Febrnuv 1957 n 6-5)

1 he UILC biought the question before the Labour Panel 
inectm.^ c T ’ ’ \ the Government in September 1955.

But nothing was done to give the problem a serious thought 
on an all-nat'onal level. This attitude naturally compels the 
w'orkers to hue their demands heard through strugsles.

But a concerted action to press the demand has not been 
possible so far \ arious trade unions and federations have acted 
on their own and secured some gains.

From cxpciicnce, it is found that the formulation of the 
demand m smh concrete and definite terms as 25 per cent in-
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crease has tended to make some unions riaid about the figure, 
in s( ,.ic e. bLS, eren tlic most peti} anti small onipolyers have 
been faced with “nothing less than 25 per cent wage increase.” 
In some cases, small employe! s have even closed down the con
cerns or migrated It is also the exjaerience that in .some cases, 
woikcm hare seemed inoie than 25 per cent increase. Hence, it 
is suggested that the demand should be le-formulated as asking 
foi “adequ 't< i re m rr iges, the actual figuie being left to the 
unions coineiiicd.

When the demand is raised on an all-national level, ft 
obriouslr niCiuis that da national rrage bill should be increased 
by 25 pei cent on an ar erage, the share of each hade and indus
try depending on given conditions. It is generally believed that 
all industries and trades together can stand a wage increase of 
25 Per cci I Hwi'cr’-' one pi • nni hr r’P d b' ' ' 1) O' - tr'd^ 

anci cveir place
The same considerations apply to our demand for a minf- 

mum rvage of Rs. 100 in organised industries. This demand also 
has led to rigid thinking In some places, even backrvard trades 
were asked to pay this minimum. Hence, we now leave the 
minimum to be calculated in terms of the Tripartite Conference 
Resolution. If some most backward trades cannot pay that 
minimjim, the trade union movement will have to think how to 
reconcile this demand with the threatened closures and the need 
for continuity of emplo}ment with a decent minimum.

28. Neto Tripartite Agreements — July, 1957

When the employers found that the movement for wages 
cannot be stopped, they took to the usual capitalist method of 
ntic’ md ’ . j i s m. un-
eiiijiio}ment to beat down the tmployed woikcis’ struggles,

Jo mticduce ration ihsation measures, in the name of 
advancing India’s production by technological improvement, the 
employers hare secured huge sums under the Five-Yeir Plan. 
No dciibg some new mathinrs rreie bought, but we have vet to 
Ino'r how much the conntiv glined thereby. At'e however, 
know that thousands of woikers have been retrenched in the 
Bombay textile mdusfiv thousands in the jute industiy. Ration-
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alisation and so-called prodiictivily movements an)where under 
capitalism aie bound to lead to retrenclinient and unemjdoy- 
mi nt and so they do in India.

Though those who remain in employment in the i it, n d sed 
industiies get some advance in wages, ),t tla \ a, mj ' i ■, as 
a whole loses on the total wage bill and its conditions get v.Cuse.

Technological improvements under capitalist ^vstem aie 
used by the big capitalists to advance their prohts and power of 
monopoly. Unless the trade unions fight foi liighci wages and 
reduction of hours of work and the people fight for lower prices, 
tlie g iins of technology do not come to the help ot tlie people 
to make life better Temporary guns pi,' m >< , 1 ‘

)1 V is ciiiO Stiug^ics. Unless socian , t,oiaiii; is 
established, technology and productivity will not help workers 
and the consumers with permanent gains.

- ' The Government of India has stirred itself on all these 
questions when confionted with the rising unrest. The 15tli 
Indian Labour Conference was called in July 1957 to discuss 
p,oblems of wage policy, rabonahsation, discipline m industry,, 
housing, workers’ education, etc.

'7'hc results of that Confeience have been beloie the trade 
union movement for the last four or five months.

The Conference indirectly acknowledged that wage freeze 
\vas d failure and a wage rise was necessary. In his opening 
address the Labour Minister, kir Nandi, pul it < uniouslv t' is. 
“As regaids wage policy I am not proposing a wage freeze and 
I am sure also that this Conference will not "be counten 'iic to

d( I d fci, gintjal use ,n wages, nicsjintot ol lU ic.si- 
bility m paiticulai conditions” Instcid of idn i ’ ’ ’!
lucicisi m wages, tlie Confeience decided to level up only tlie 
minimum wages. The terms of the minimum are those given 
by the Committee on Mmimum Wages and need not be rcpcit- 
(d licie

do g.ve effect to this agreement, the Govcinntnt .igreed, 
despite tlie dissent of the employers’ delegates to the suggestion 
of the vvoikcrs’ delegates, to appoint Wage Bonds for the fol
lowing industnes (a) Jute, (b) Plantations, (c ' M nes other 
ilim Co'l, td) Lngpicciing, (e) Iron &. Slee’ ill Chemicals, 
(g) Sugir, (h) Cement, (i) Railways, (j) Po^ts md TikgripLs,

1*1
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(k) Civilians employed in defence establishments covered by. 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, and (1) Ports and Dock... « 
, This, if translated into practice, would be an advance. The 
decision of the Conference bn rationalisation was also an advance 7^ 
on previous positions; It was emphasised and agreed that the Gov
ernment might make arrangements to ensure that measures of. 
rationalisation which did not serve the real economic interest in 
the present conditions of the country might be avoided. Thes < 
AITUC had demanded that such an employer must produce a. i 
“Certificate of National Necessity” before he could introduce 
rationalisation, and even thereafter, it must satisfy three condi- .. 
tions; No retrenchment, equitable sharing of gains i between 
workers and employers and proper assessment of work-load. ; 
''-• It is four or five months since the Conference and over two- 

years since the famous Kanpur struggle against rationalisation^ 
But reports are already reaching us that the employe^ nr© 
violating the agreement. ■ i ' . . / .

■ - ■ The Co^erencejagreed^pn certain principles of^^di^ptoe”, 
applicable both 'for tliet^iSe^^d the employers.^

' rnent has attracted wde^ttentiorf bi^’use we acceptedsOeftain^ 
obhgations of disdpliher uf the’matter of notice of strike, .go^ 

; slow^and peaceful;settiemCT^e^c^^4|fe=* ' • - *
; Was there was, ;./: The

AITUC had never accepted that, it vvould refuse to support “gor 
slow-’’We consider it as a fpim of strike. We also do not accept 
^at. there can be, in principle, .any such thing as an illeg-il.

' s.trike. In certain cases strikes without notice become inevitable 
due to provocation.

A;,*

. .1
■ barrw
'. -r;
S ciplto 

^Jis c 
the n 
He"n

obser 
behaA 
inent

* aU’th 

then

do£t

eeinent we have modified our position and that 
is a surprise to the Government and the employers and perhaps 
to some trade union workers also.
, The working class, in fact, would be the last to deny dis

cipline. In fact, the socialist order, led by the working class is 
the only order where real discipline combined with freedom for 
all can be built, because it eliminates the anarchy of the capital- / 
ist order where private profits and ambitions can ruin the lives 
of millions.
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families of the workers. But nothing soWill embrace the 
has materialised.

The workers’ 
tlie present rates, tlie 
of (he' emp!' 
tributed Rs 
2,25,29,288. 
plovers will give

complaints about the scheme are many. 
conlri!>ution of workers is more than that 

cveis .Le(.i;r!l;ng (o tl'.e 1955-56 report workers con- 
:. 2,39,61,280 while the employers contributed Rs.

With, the revision of the rate by which the cm- 
; their full share as under the ?ict, it is c.xpected 

that income from that source will increase the total benefits 

amount by Rs. 1,35,99,589.
The workers complain, first and foremost, that the medical 

attention given in the majority of the centres is not adequate, 
that the bureaucratic delays in getting benefits, leave, special 
medicines, etc. are most exasperating and many a time harm the 
Worker more than the)' cure him.

^31

31. The -Hospital Scandal

e, : The AITUC unions have fully supported the scheine, in 
the hope that as experience is gained the scheme will improve. 
And it has improved in certain centres, hke Bombay, though 
theje are complaints, sometimes very serious ones.
/ The most badly managed centre is Calcutta, where both the 

employers and the State Government almost seem to be trying 
to destroy it by ill-treating and provoking the workers. Next to 
Bombay it is the biggest insured centre. There also the panel 
system prevails and the doctors in general are co-operative. It 
is the employers (except a few) and the Government which is 
obstructive in every matter. The AITUC has informed the 
Central Government of the situation. But there is no remedy 
yet.

The worst feature of the scheme is the want of hospitals. 
Though there is enough money lying idle, hospitals are not be
ing built. A scliemi; lor one in Bombay has been in cold stor
age for the last four war 
where beds are paid 
patients by tin; ESIC 
beds, with j^jacticrillx 
able money from (he 
cutta and Bombay on

Patients are sent to private doctors 
for from the scheme. I'his ‘sub-letting’ of 
lias enabled many people to set up a few 
110 service or attention and earn comfort- 
ESIC. This has become a scandal in Cab 
a large scale.
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The question of providing for TB patients is becoming very 
acute. With low wages, increasing load of work and bad hous
ing and nourishment, incidence ot TB is very high. But they 
are cared for the least, because they are not cases that can be 
cured by the short term hospital care that is available to 'die 
insured and even the larger period gi anted to the TB patient.

Especially severe is the plight of the partially employed, 
the retrenched and the victimised workers and trade union 
cadres. Against them the authorities are inchned to practise 
vendetta even in matters of medical treatment.

32. Fight to Improve

If the scheme is not improved in the light of the complaints 
received, many of our centres will press for advising the workers 
to launch a struggle to be rid of it. The AITUC does not xvish 
that things should come to such a pass, as we still feel that while 
no doubt there are shortcomings in the scheme, yet it is bene
ficial as a whole and can be made to serve better, if we organise 
for it.

33. Provident Fund

The other social security measure is the extension of the 
Provident Fund to a larger coverage of industries. On 31 March 
1956, there were 5,56,922 workers under the fund and Rs. 6.37 
crores came in as contribution. The fund had total assets of 
over Rs. 20 crores in 1956, of which Rs. 17 crores were invested 
in Government of India securities.

The administration of the fund is over-centralised and is in 
need of change, which is being studied. Under the Second 
Plan, the contributions in many cases are being raised from 6'i'c 
to of the basic wage and dearness allowance.

In the hands of some companies, the sums of the Provident 
Fund given by the workers have been used in speculation or 
company transactions. Such defrauding has not yet ceased. 
When companies fail, the funds along with wages are lost and 
the unemployed worker is robbed of his own lasvful resources. 
The failure of many textile mills, as rn Sholapur, falgaon, Rajas
than etc, has brought to light this scandal. But no rcn’cdx has
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been possible because it is pleaded by the Government that it 
has either no powers to seize the mill property in Leu of these 
funds or no information.

There have been instances where bankrupt and fraudulent 
owners after having closed a factory have suggested that the 
workers invest their Provident Fund in running the mill. Haras
sed by unemployment or retrenchment, workers fall for such 
proposal. Generally, such proposals are merely a ruse to im
pose wage cuts and bind the worker to the factory, by flattering 
his pride to have become a partner! Hence they should be dis
couraged, unless in the given case, the trade union leadership 
is-capable of really giving concrete guidance to the workers to 
participate in such management of the mill as devolves on them 
by virtue of their contribution. This guestion requires very 
cautious handling. The worker is no match today to the wiles 
of a bourgeois in the game of capitalist finance.

Both the above schemes of social security are based on tho 
workers’ own earnings. He is given security only so long as ho 
continues to work and produce profit for his employer, who then 
adds a little back to the workers’ savings, a share from what the 
worker produces. Thus, both the schemes, even though they 
entail a contribution from the employer impose a cut in workers’ 
immediate earnings. At present nearly 10 per cent of the work
ers’ earnings go back this way into accumulation as capital either 
for the state or the private employer. In fact, the Second Five- 
Ye^ Plan clearly states that such accumulation is one of its 

soruces of capital.

34. Unejnployment, Old Age Insurance

This accumulation is there to serve the worker when he has 
grown old or is disabled. After having lived for augmenting some
one else’s capital, he has to fall back on his own capital’ and it 
is so meagre, living costs keep changing so fast, that his life’s 
Fund can hardly last him in his old age, if he is fortunate to sec 
old age.

The majority of our workers can hardly see ripe old age. 
Our nourishment is so bad, that we end our journey sooner than 
anyone elsewhere.

Then there i.s (he problem of unemployment and retrench-
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ment. The Fund is supposed to be of use 
ment or reti enchment.

Oui social sccuiity sy'stem and our wealth have not come to 
the level whcif we can institute a system of unemployment 
benefit or insuiance or old age pensions on the scale that is done 
in advanced industrialised countries. Hence the Prosident 
Fund IS expected to fill the gap for every emergency', mclud.iig 
the funeral!

' Profits that are created out of labour even today are suffi
cient to provide for some amount of unemployment relief to 
those at least who were already at work. But our bourgeoisie 
is so rapacious and our strength yet so little that even the re
trenchment and lay-off compensations are denied to us unless 
we take to some action.
' The workers had secured a retrenchment compensation 
after a hard struggle. But when the Supreme Court in a litiga
tion by the employers declared the whole measure invalid, lakhs 
of workers lost crores of rupees of their dues, wliich should have 
Served them as relief. ’

But it was a strange thing to find that a welfare state, 
^hich speaks so much of welfare and social security', for months 
did not take any' action to restore the measure. When workers’ 
protest assumed a serious form, was the retrenchment compen
sation restored with a very partial retrospective effect through 
an Act of Parliament, 

! 35. Maternity Benefits

Anotlicr sphere in which there is gi eater need in 
giving social security is that of maternity. Even while one may 
want family control, yet motherhood must exist if life is to go 
on And an overwhelming pait of it comes fiom the working 
masses Act maternitv benefits are given in the most niggard’v 
way and the whole tlimg is heated as if the mother and ch.id 
are both criminals of society or beggars A working woman 
claims that Ixnefit bv rirtue of her woik in the fictory for the 
employ t r 
benefit still lules at twehe annas per d.iy Over and above tlwe 
IS constant th’cit of dismissal bv the emp 
woiki r just bet luse slie becomes a inothci

'ktt t\en with the present cost of Ining, the rate of

ployer of the woman
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Even in governmental services, all sorts of 
undemociatic lestnctions aie placed on women 
legal d to maniage and motherhood.

36. Housing

All life must have shelter and so must the
since man has got the capacity to live wi'hout sht’*er, housing 
is not considered as an item of social secuiity. lheie was lot 
of talk about the Government subsidising housing, since the em
ployers would not build houses as they did not jield a “good 
return,” Landlords whether as employeis or otherwise have 
always thrived on workers’ slums, which yield a large return 
for almost no investment. Slums have giown in every capital 
town.

> ' J

But when the ruling class w'anted to throw the slum dwellers 
with their ‘epidemic’, touch out of sight, protests grew and 
the problem of housing came on the agenda.

The Government spent crores on subsidies; that is, gifts to 
the employers. But no houses worth the name were up, except 
in a few cases.

, Go-operative housing by the workers could be the privilege 
p/ only those co-ops and those workers who were votaries of the 

/ruling party or were prepared to do the “necessary corruption” 
At last the Tripartite Gonference insisted on the Government to 
undertake the job through its own department since it was ill 
any case paying for the houses.

It is noteworthy that the only place where subsidy for plan
tation labour housing has been used well is the keiala State.

37. Accidents and Safety

Another aspect of the workers’ life which requires security 
is acc’dent and industrial diseases. Acc.dents have been the 
fiist to be compensated and industrial diseases the last. .4ccident 
insurance is now within the ESI Scheme '1 hough the value of 
the finger and of life lost is yet several times lower than the in
sured value of a race horse, yet it exists and is paid, sometimes 
with ease, sometimes with the usual bureaucratic obstructions.
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' The accidents in coal mines two years ago caused quite a stir 
in the country. The Newton Chikhli Mme accident, the Burra 
Dhemo accident were serious and over three hundred lives were 
lost All tiade union organisations, the Government and the em
ployers gave immediate rehef. Inquiries were instituted. In every 
case it was found that the management had neglected safety 
rules or to take precautions, despite warnings from the workers 
on the spot. Why.-* Because observing precautions costs money, 
which IS less than the money that may have to be paid in com
pensation! A clear question of capitalist accounting between the 
cost of kilhng a life and the cost of saving it by observing a rule!

The inquiry courts recommended overhauling the Mining Re
gulations, which were old and defective.

So the rules have been amended. Tlie courts 
that in many cases responsibility’ for the safety 
could not be fixed. Hence the rules were changed.

But who is to apply them, until the accident
reveal that they were not applied. The worker is not interested 
in only finding who is the guilty or responsible person, who leads 
to his death,
, It is acknowledged that inspectorate of mines is underman- 

‘*ned, that there is not enough staff. And the official has never 
been alert enough in such matters. Because he too has to guard 
his job from ‘accident,’ if he becomes too honest, exacting and 
inquisitive! The only remedy to such a state is to give elected 
works’ committees and trade unions jointly with the inspecto
rates and independently power to inspect, report and secure 
observance of safety rules.

Without such a democratic method there can be no security 
from accidents.

I
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38. Industrial Diseases

Security from industrial diseases is very much resisted by 
the capitalist. To admit their existence is not only expensive, it 
condemns his very system, and the way he runs it. Flood in a 
m lie tan be an act of God or unpredictable But slow lead poi
soning 01 silicosis or inhalation of dust and fumes is not unpre
dictable nor can be attributable to God. Many useful reports 
have been publ shed^on this subject by the Labour Ministry and
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conditions of industrial diseases have been brought to light. But 
it IS a long way to secure protection from them.

Full social security is yet a long way off We have neither 
wealth enough for it nor the climate of opinion for it.

Life is so insecure in our conditions that even the worker 
looks cynically at us first when we speak of social secuiity.

But we have to convince him that man cannot live without 
social security, whose forms differ from time to tunc. Modem 
means of production and life require these new forms of social 
security. We must make the worker look positively at these 
things, organise and make him capable through his organisation 
of handhng social security schemes himself.

39. Our Tasks

Our tasks on this front can be indicated as follows:
1) To demand construction of hospital buildmgs of the ESI 

in every town.
■ ‘2) To extend the scheme to families.

3) More and easier facilities for specialised treatment.

4) To simphfy rules and procedure to eliminate delays.

5) To secure reduction of contribution by half.

6) To demand the panel system, which some authorities do 
not hke and want the service system.

7) To organise the panel doctors, to help them solve their diffi
culties in the scheme and to render better service.

, 8) To make the unions take positive steps to assist the insured 
worker in securing benefits.

9) Every State to hold a well-organised conference of all who 
are insured under the ESI and investigate their real difficul
ties.

10) To make a well-studied memorandum of suggestions for im
provements in the law. the procedure and the methods useil 
in the ESI, to outline measures of agitation, propagandi and 
action to secure the improvement (not abolition) of the ESI 
Scheme.
The employers and their friends or some ignorant people 

always ask Why should the woiker alone have all this medical
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insurance when millions of other people in the countryside have 
neither a doctor nor medicine?

The answer is that the worker per head produces more 
wealth and more value than anyone else. He only asks his due 
shuie of the wealth. Secondly, let us woik to give it to all, wor
ker or non-woiker, in town or countryside. But it cannot be 
either for all at once, or for none, 
lallv have their own most costly piisat' 
insuiance and secuiity. For the present, 
and fight for its improvement.

Those who speak thus gene- 
.. doctc’is and peisonal 

:, let us have the ESI
1

V

QUESTIONS OF TRADE UNION UNITY

40. Neto Developments

I shall now try to sum up the progress in the field of trade 
union unity, without which a real victory in working class strug
gles is not possible.

The question of trade union unity has been and stilly re
mains a very complicated question. Apart from factors like 
special characteristics of Indian working class—caste, language, 
etc., the achievement of trade union unity has been made ntoro 
difficult because of certain historical developments in the coun
try, leading to different political parties organising their own 
trade unions. Because of sharp political differences between 
different political parties, because of concerted attempt by the 
ruling Congress party and the Government to foist their dwai 
trade union on the workers and because of some weaknesses of 
the piogicssive elements and of the mowment for unity and 
nig ii'bation among the gcncial masses of the workeis, the trade 
union unity question has still to cross many hurdles befoie it 
can achieve success.

However, during recent years, the movement for unil^ has 
1 Cl nsidcrable headway. Faced with veiv bad livin'; .".nd 
Moil.ing conditions, thieatencd by unemployment and retrench
ment, depiived of trade union and democratic rights and att.u'k-
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ec! by llie Government and employers, the urge for unity for the 
defence and extension of their rights, has continued to grow 
among (lie masses of tJie workers, helping to lower the barriers 
of prejudices and suspicions. Besides these economic issues 
which directly affected the life of the workers, there arose in the 
recent period certain political issues which liad a very wide 
mass appeal and they, brought parties of democratic opposition 
together and which in turn brought the trade unions under dif
ferent affiliations nearer. In these political issues we find mainly 
the AITUC, the HMS, the UTUC and independent unions 
coming together.

The urge for unity was seen in the growing number of 
united actions and also in the formation and growth of inde
pendent trade federations since 1953. Though the urge for 
unity has developed considerably yet it could not be translated 
into organisational unity. The phenomenon of coming together 
and again falling apart still continues.

Another thing which brought the question of trade union 
unity to the fore was the convening by the Government in 
Augusty^SS of a Labour Panel (of the Planning Commission) 

meeting, representing the employers, trade unions of all affilia
tions, and others. The Labour Ministry submitted a memo 
which expressed regret at the existence of multiplicity of unions. 
It proposed certain measures by which multiplicity of unions 
will be eliminated, and one union recognised on the basis of 
“membership of good standing” and of certain percentage. 
Though the trade union representatives could not in principle 
oppose them, the measures amounted more or less to extending 
to the whole country the Bombay Industrial Relations Act, which 
has been d'sapprox’ed by all trade unions except those of the 
INTUC.

All these dex'elopments did create a situation in which every 
national trade union centre ha.s been required to take up new 
position on the question of unity. Before we draw up the tasks, 
I wish to review the positions taken up by different trade union 
centres as well as the Gox'crnmcnt on the question of trade union 
unity.

41. The Hind Mazdoor Sabha

One of the most important developments is the welcome

D 4
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change in the attitude of the Hind Mazdoor Sabha, which has 
brought the question of tiade union unity from the realm of 
conjectures to the realm of practical realisation, cieating new 
hopes.

In its Woiking Committee meeting held in June 1956, the 
HMS passed the following resolution:

“The Working Committi e ipp II nd Mmlooi Sabha, 
having fully toiisidcicd the question of trade union unity, re* 
affirms its belief that an overall unity of the labour movement 
of India is a matter of the highest urgency, as such unity alone 
will ensure that working people in our country will get a fair 
deal, a place of honour and an opportunity of playing an effec
tive role in the building of the nation.

“The past experience of efforts at acliieving trade union 
unity has been disappointing and even today deep-rooted 
rivalries and suspicions exist among the various central organi
sations towards one another. In the opinion of the Committee, 
however, even some risk, if such risk is involved, is worth taking 
in the attempt for so important a goal, (emphasis ours)

“The Working Committee, however, is of the opinion that if 
the disappointing experience of the past is not to be repeated, 
and if a live and lasting unity is to be attained, it must be based 
on an unreserved acceptance by the organisations concerned of 
certain fundamental principles and on reasonable guarantees 
that the principles will not be flouted in practice. Such principles 
which must form the basis for unity, in the opinion of the Com
mittee are: (7) Unreserved acceptance and rigid adherence to 
the principles and methods of democracy in the activities of the 
unified central organisation and affiliated trade unions and in the 
internal functioning of both; (2) Complete freedom from inter
ference by the Government or by political parties, and (3) Exist
ing iivahies among seveial unions in the same field should be 
resolved by providing for the woikeis to select a union of their 
own choice through seciet ballot

“The Working Committee feels that if these principles are 
accejifed by all concerned and ways aie exploit d of guarantee
ing them in piaclice, a genwne overall imti/ in the labour 
movement can be achieved The Committee feels, however that 
-nere working adptsimenls with only the 1\TVC oi the AITUC
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adequate for the purpose and may actually hinder thearc not 
cause of overall trade union unity, (emphasis ours)

“The Hind Mazdoor Sabha will welcome any mo\’e to bring 
about overall unity on the basis of these principles.”

The resolution of the HMS Working Committee marks a 
very significant and positive step. It stands in bold relief to 
'lie position taken by tlie leadership of the IIMS earlier. It may 
not be out of context to recall Asoka Mehta’s statement in 1952 
after the merger of the SPI with the KMPP when he said: “I 
would exclude from merger (of the central trade unions) ths 
Communist unions mostly found in the AITUC. The merger of 
the INTUC, the HMS, the UTUC and independent unions will 
make the AITUC a shell for the Communists to freeze in.” The 
new positive stand on overall unity including the AITUC and 
proposals for achieving this, was naturally welcomed by all ad
vocates of unity in the trade union movement, because it marked 
a departure from the earlier policy of isolating the AITUC and 
collaboration with the INTUC followed by the HMS leadersliip.

This change in the outlook of the HMS leadership, when 
seen in the context of developments that took place in recent 
years, appears to be all the more significant. Since its birth, the 
HMS, though it openly said that it was opposed both to the 
INTUC and the AITUC, actually followed a policy which was 
Against militant trade union movement and which helped the 
INTUC to establish itself. Since 1950 its leadership tried to 
merge the HMS with the INTUC. (The way in which trade 
union unity on the railways was put forth led to the virtual 
handing over of the AIRF to the INTUC.) This led to gradual 
weakening of the HMS and devouring by tire INTUC of the • 
HMS unions. This policy of collaboration with the INTUC in 
the trade union field and with the Congress in the political field 
led to sharp conflict in the PSP and the HMS, leading to a split 
in the PSP on the one hand and comparative weakening of that 
section of the leadership which-was bitterly against co-operation 
with tiie AITUC and other progressives.

In his report to the 6th Annual Convention in October 1957, 
Comrade Bagaram Tulpule, General Secretary of the HMS, re
affirming the call for unity said:

“Unfortunately, the INTUC which is numerically the largest
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firsjanisalion in tlte country today and wbicli !ia« bctome so 
thiongh the paticnage and support of the Go\ eminent, did not 
make any official response to this call.”

This change in attitude has come in the wake of grovving 
ccntradition between the JNTUC and the lIMfi on the one hand, 
and growing co opciafion with the AITUC on th-' other The 
to op< ration in joint aclions increased ii th J I't \< -

42 The INTUC Position on Unity

Shri G. D. Ambekar in his presidential addies-, at the Sth 
\ljlj'lal St'-SK n el t.K iX I LC ill j , nt

“Due to the clrange in the foreign pohet of the Communist 
countries, the AITUC is also changing its policy in the trade 
unions and they are confronting others with various moves in 
the name of common platform, unity, merger and so on.

‘‘Though I believe in the ultimate trade union unity, I am 
convinced by the experience of the last 18 years that no real 
unity can be achieved unless there is a unity of heart and homo
geneity of approach and methods.... But looking to the past 
record of the Communists in India, their slogan is not coming 
out of a genuine desire to better and improve the lot of the 
working class.... Their present view seems to come out of the 
position of weakness and not of any position of idealism or the 
pgsition of strength.... This is likely to turn into only a tactical 
fiiove, ultimately to use the workers as they have done before 
for their political aims. Moreover, how can there be a unity 
when even today their whole approach is the approach of a 
class war and class conflict.

“.... The Communists and the AITUC are known not to 
observe any code of behaviour when it does not suit them... 
Unity of heart must come out of the unity of purpose. If it is to 
succeed there must be some identity of purpose not bv' oral as 
surance but by record of behaviour. Under these circumstances, 
I do not see any sign of achieving the unity tinder different or
ganisations at present femphasis ours) I have however, not 
lost the hope that the force of circumstances mav' effect a ge 
nuine change in the attitude of Communists and the .4ITUC.

“Ilow'cver, there is much in common between us and the 
HMS (emphasis ours) as both of us are wedded to peaceful 
democratic means in (h< trade union field ,is wd' is our so
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proticli to tlie problems is more oi less common. I do not want 
to create circumstances where any hasty step will bring bitterness 
mstr.id of bringing the working class together. I, therefore, 
suggest that the two organisations should evolve a code of be- 

haViOui on the following hues

“(1) Where the INTUC unrons are strong and running on 
proper trade union lines, the IIMS should not create rival unions 
and wuiidi .'.V 1)1 ic thr^ ri weak or not running on proper
hues,

"‘(2) Where the HMS unions arc strong and running on 
proper trade union lines, the INTUC should not start iival unions 
ciiid should withdraw from those industries where they are not 
strong and well organised,

“(3) There should be discussions on common issues in tlio 
begmnmg at the top level,

“(4) Where there is no agreement of approach on any parti
cular issue, each organisation should be allowed to follow its 
own course and nobody should criticise the other organisation 
and start rivalry and competition of proving who is right as the 
ultimate results are bound to show who w’as right....”

“^We have given tliis rather long quotation from Shri Ambe- 
kar’s speech so that we can see what this renewed love for the 
IIMS indicated As already refeircd, consequent upon the de
vouring tactics of the INTUC backed by the Govcinment and 
the emploveis shaipcning rd conJlict betw'een the INTUC and 
the HMS ranks staAed Besides, c^itam political and economic 
developments also brought the AITUC and the HMS together 
in many joint actions during 1955-57 It was in this context the 
Second Five-Yeai Plan was launched by the Government, which 
needed co-operation of labour for its implementation. The Gov- 
rmment-cum owner support to the INTUC since its very birth 
did not lead to a elimination of otbci militant trade unions, 
rather, events led to the coming togctlici of MiUC, IIMS, in 
dependent and even some INTUC unions For the Second Five- 
Year Plan, ih.e Goveinment proposes to lecogmsc one union m 
one industry thioughout the countrv’ and the Plan was to boost 
up the INIUC But as tins looks obviouslv pntisan m the face 
of glowing opposition, the Government also wants some sort of 
rapplochement hi tween the INTUC and the HMS so that on
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the combined strength of the INTLC and the I IMS it is able 
to isolate the AITUC and recognise these unions That is why 
we find Pandit Jawaharlal Neliiu, oui Prime Mmister, while 
speakmg m Amritsar (AICC session) in February 1956 spoke 
about unity of the trade union moxement, but at the same time 
violently attacked the AITUC lIis messige to the INTLC ses
sion also spoke about rapprochement between the LXi'LC and 
the HMS.

£

>

!
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Analysing in this background xve find the following from 
Ambekar’s speech.

(J) The INTUC cannot ignore the urge for unity that has 
grown among the working masses in general, and in its own fol
lowing, in the face of no real improvement m their life despite 
increase of production Therefore, the appeal for unitj’ raised 
by the AITUC cannot be brushed aside unceremoniously as was 
done on previous occasions. Hence the harping on past preju
dices agamst the AITUC by subtle means (Ambekar saying that 
he has not lost hopes, etc ) coupled with an approach of rap
prochement with the HMS.

(2) Despite all-out support by the Government and em
ployers, small concessions made available to the workers through 
the INTUC (seen in various agreements on bonus, etc.), it has 
not gone to strengthen the INTUC in a big way. Hence, the re
newed approach to the HMS to wean it away from its growing 
co-operation with other trade unions including the AITUC.

(3) The speech indicates a smister device to form a front 
against the AITUC and some concessions are offered to the HMS. 
In simple words Ambekar says to the HMS leadership “Come on, 
let us share the gains. I gam recognition thiough your support 
in some areas, and you gain recognition through our support in 
some areas.”

Compare Ambekai’s speech which indeed offers ceitam 
concessions to the HMS, with the lepoit ot the late Harihar Nath 
Shastri at the 6th session on the suggestion of the late N M. 
Joshi No concessions were offered lather a criticism of the 
HMS was made for its tactics m conducting hade unions and 
also some co opeiation with the Al 1 k C lie had said
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‘As was stated rightb b) our President oui diffeiences 
with Socialists have during the year considerably naiiowcd dowm. - 
Their stand in lelation to Communists is identical with ours.,,. 
Now the main obstacles that stand in the way are twofold. 
Fnstly, at times they puisue policies in the trade union field that 
had to the belli f that this no guided bv political consideiations 
rather than by pure ments of the question Secondly, while the 
leadership of the Socialist Party is against any truck with the 
Communists and its present policy is that of unity with INTUC, 
yet there is a clear evidence of sharp disision on br'h tho^e 
points within the HMS itself. There is definitely a section that 
is inclined towards the Communists and it is opposed to any 
close unity wuth the INTUC.”

He had suggested the establishment of “consultative rela
tionship between the INTUC and the HMS on the basis of a 
joint consultative committee of the two organisations ” Contrast 
IS quite obvious. H. N Shastri was speaking from a position of 
strength, whereas Shri Ambekar speaks of certain concessions, of 
leaving some areas and unions to the HMS.

44 Cojnmon Demands

/ While on the question of unity, the above seems to be the 
general line agreed by the Sth Session of the INTUC held in 
May 1956, we find on the other hand certain formulations of 
demands which have much in common with the demands raised 
by the 4ITUC and other trade union centres. They are: 25 per 
cent wage increase (raised by Shri Tripatlu), appointment of a 
Pay Commission, extension of Provident Fund Scheme, an inte
grated scheme for wider social security, extension of the benefits 
of medical facilities under the ESI Scheme to the families of the 
workeis, merger of DA with pay, etc These provide wider 
possibilities of united action both from below and the top, even 
th' ugh the Icadersh'p of the INTUC has not spoken of an\ 
sanction to acbitxe these demands, rathei has sticss^d th. t 
stiike has become obsolete in planned cconoinv and lelt the 
whole in.tiatne to the Government and the emplojois foi c-on- 
ccding some concessions

While both the AITUC and the bl VC hided tin Ji\J>
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Working Committee resolution on overall unitv, 
leadership singularly remained silent.

45. The AITUC

Since its revival in 1950-51, the AlTl'C despite certain limiJ 
tations and shortcomings has been steadily and progressively re 
orienting itself and working for trade iDiior. liiiiicThe dtlibe 
rations of the W FTU have helped the AITL'C in this orientatioi 
quite a lot.

This is seen in:
(1) Aceer'iai.oi Bose-rluii.ar ieraieki ni 

unity of trade unions, especially unity between (he AITUC and 
the UTUC;

(2) Acceptance of the proposal made by the late N, Mi 
Joshi in the middle of 1952 of limited unity, of forming “only a 
united joint trade union committee based on a plan which may

. not be sacrifice of views by any of the organisations”;
(3) Lending support and initiating campaign of solida

rity to struggles of workers irrespective of the leadership leading 
the struggle,s;

(4) Initiating the formation of independent trade federa
tions;

(5) Initiating campaigns and struggles on its own onj 
the vital demands of the working class and in defence of its] 
6ade union and democratic rights.

Since 1954, the approach towards unity' has begun to take 
more positive shape. Not only have we continued to appeal to 
the INTUC unions and leadership for united action and organi- * 
sational unity. We have been laying more emphasis on closer 
relationship with the HMS unions and leadership. On the occa- ? 
sion of the Sth session of the INTUC, we sent a message of 
greeting.s and expressed the hope:

“We note with great pleasure that a considerable measure 
of agreement exists at present between the AITUC and the 
INTUC in their rcsp(’ctive attitudes towards common problems 
of the wo.’kci'.s o!' injr country and on tiic. need for concerted 
effort to realise the workers’ demands.

“It is our earnest hope and conviction that although diift'- 
rences may' still exist between the AITUC and (lie INTUC, it is
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build up Asiii)) soJidaritv am! m.aiiitai’a

vour organisation, has always stood for 
I d .! single iinif''d organisatiiiri for all 
step towards this objective, we have on 
upon the Government to hold a round

possible to achieve co-operation between our organisations and 
between our affiliated unions to win a national living wage and 
better amenities, to stop retrenchment, to oppose rationalisation, 
to prcA'cnt unemployment. . . to further the economic dm’clon- 
ment of India and to
world peace,

‘d’be AITUC, like
un,‘; 'Hicigu.,’. m. 
workers. As a positive 
many occasions called 
table conference of representatives of all national centres and 
independent trade federations’ to devise ways to achieve unity 
on the basis of agreed principles and agreed programme and 
democratic functioning,

“\Vc wish to make a fervent appeal to you... to give serious 
consideration to tliis proposal.”

We fully supported the call given in the HMS Working 
Committee Resolution on overall unity, and called upon all 
workers, irrespective of affiliations to support this move and . 
campaign for its success. In the statement welcoming the HMS 
resolution the AITUC said;

“The^AITUC has always stood for these principles and as
sures its full and sincere co-operation in bringing about trade 
union unity on the basis of one union in one industry and one 
unified national centre for all unions.”

Our circular to our Geiicial Council members on 25 June 
1956 said;

“It is necessary that the General Gouncil once again clearly 
sets forth its views on the methods and manner of achieving 
trade union unity of all trends and national centres and carry out 
a sober and scriou-s campaign on the basis of our views. Trade 
union unity has now become a practical proposition.”

In the General Connci! meeting of 2S July 1956 (Calcutta), 
apart from other cpiestions, the most important question of trade 
union unity wa.s discussed and a resolution adopted detailing the 
b;isis of unity of tlie trade union centres. It also appointed a 
committee of eight persons to negotiate witii other central trade 
union organisations for trade union unity. Earlier in the meet
ing of the Genera! Council, Com. Ranen Sen, Vice-President of
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the AITUC, related the preliminary talks he had with the lead
ership of the HMS and the UTUC on the question.

In its resolution on trade union unity the Geneial Council 
of tlie AITUC elaborated the 3 principles enunciated by the 
HMS Working Committee resolution of 12 June and laid down 
the following 9-point platform for organisational unit)' of the 
trade union centies: '

(1) Unic<cived acceptance of, and lespcct for, deinocr.-tic 
functioning of the trade imions;

(2) Regular and democratic elections of the executi\'e 
bodies and office-bearers-

(3) Proper representation to all trends in the leading organs 
of the common organisation;

(4) Right of every worker and trade unionist to belong to 
any political party of his own choice;

(5) Freedom from interference in the internal affairs of the 
organisation by the Government, employers and political parties;

(6) All vital decisions affecting the workers’ interests, in
cluding important collective agreements with the employers, to 
be endorsed by the general body of the workers;

(7) All decisions on political issues to be conditional on 75 
per cent majority in their favour;

(8) In the normal course, strike action to be taken only as 
A last resort and after properly ascertaining the wishes of the

^workers;

(9) “Rival” unions in the same factory, industry or imder- 
taking be wound up either by;

(a) Allowing the workers to select the union of their choice 
through a secret ballot; or

(b) Merging them together on the basis of proportional repre
sentation according to their respective membership; or

(c) Any other democratic and mutually agreed procedure.
Taking full cognizance of wider possibilities of united ac

tion of all elements and centres, the AITUG General Gouncil bv 
another resolution made an appeal to all national tiade union 
centres and trade federations to initiate a united campaign and 
movement on an all-India basis for the seeming of the following o o
immediate demands:

(1)

(2)

(3) 
ciples

(4)
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(1) 25^ interim wage increase; 
Fixation Rs. 100 as Minimum Wage;
Appointment of a Wage Commission to outline the prin-

(2)

(3) ..
ciples on which wages and salaries should be based, and

(4) Proper bonus.
The Resolution also called upon tin net d foi seffmg up .m 

an Ad Hoc Consultative Committee lepiesentmg all national 
•'* centres to discuss and finalise the demands regarding wage in- 

ciease, 'Wages' Commission minimum w.ujcs .and bonus

1

1

1

46. The UTUC
.K
; Though most vital and impoitant for trade union unity’ arc 

the INTUC, the AITUC and the HMS, the UTUC also plays .a 
, part on the question of trade union unity and especially in the 
S,relationship between the HMS and the AITUC.

• The UTUC supported the proposal of the AITUC for the 
'“^convening of a Rotmd Table Conference of trade rmion repre

sentatives from all national centres and trade federations to dis
cuss and devise ways of achieving unity.

The HMS Working Committee resolution found full sup
port from the UTUC Working Committee held in July 1956.

It may b# recalled here that the UTUC refused to merge 
with the AJTUC in 1953 on the plea of bringing in the HMS 
also. After the HMS Conference in March 1956, there were 
talks between the HMS and the UTUC regarding the merger 
of the two.

i

47. Wha# Are the Possibilities in this Situation ?

In the HMS Working Committee resolution of 1956 and 
their report of 1957 we find certain positive things, \iz ;

(1) “...overall unity of the labour movement of India is 
a matter of the highest urgency...” etc .

(2) That existence of rivalries and mutual suspicions in
volve some risk but: “In the opinion of the Committee, however, 
even some risk, if such risk is involved, is woith takiim in the 
attempt for so important a goal.”

(3) About the pimciplcs on which unity liis to be founded, 
they can become the basis of discussions loi units

r

II
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While we note the above-mentioned positive things, we 
must note also its fear of unity when it says: “The Committee 
feels, however, that mere working adjustments with only tire 
INTUC or the AITUC are not adequate for the purpose and may 
actually hinder the cause of overall trade union unity.”

And in 1957, the HMS has something more to find fault with 
us. Itsars;

“The IIAIS has no illusion about the character ol the ATI UC, 
which differs from the INTUC only in that the party which do- 
T'u'natf’s it is not in power todav. Its stand orr the Hungarian 
cniscde has lewak’d once atram its real diaiavtn. ret uie v.ikti 
lated risk of unity with the AITUG would be worth taking, but 
only if the stake was as valuable as Uade rrnion unity itself; not 
for partial unification which would leave the problem of disunity’ 
still with us.”

Since this report was written in Jrme 1957, the HMS sec
tion in Kerala led by the PSP has put itself in opposition to the 
AITUC unions. The PSP there has made joint front with tire 
Congress against the Kerala Government led by the Commrmist 
Party. At the same time in Bombay, the HMS and AITUC have 
had more co-operation than before.

While the above report displays the fear of the HMS leader
ship, as also its desire to have a better bargaining position in the 

/united organisation, the move towards unity put here on record 
gives the rank and file of the HMS workers a sanction for united 
work.

In the existing situation, is overall unity of the INTUC, the 
ATILC, the HMS and the UTUC p,>siblc? Will the I.NTUG 
agree to such a unity? Will the INTUC agree to election 
by secret ballot to determine the choice of the workers for their 
trade unions? In the event of the INTUC not agiceing to overall 
unity including the AITUC, will the HMS agiee to unity of the 
AITUC, the HMS and the UTUC as a first step towards overall 
’unity? These are some of the questions which come up.

Though, because of the logic of devclopmcn'n and the urge 
for unity among general mass of the workers, the INTUG does 
not reject the question of unity including the AITUC outright, 
its aim is to unite the rest in order to isolate the AITUC. But 
It has to speak today under mass piessurc of woiking class de-
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inands which bear very close similarity to the demands raised by 
other units. Facts are very stubborn. In a situation when pro
duction has gone up in the last 5 years by 45%, the workers’ 
wages have only reached 1939 level and that too in organised 
industries. It is not possible for the INTUC Icadcrsliip to keep 
silent on the question of immediate increase in wages, on revi
sion of pay scales wlien on these issues there have been big 
agitation and struggle. Sjieaking about the Kanpur .strike of last 

1 year, Ambekar said: “The Kanpur strike is an eye opener to all 
concerned and reflects how deep is the resentment of the workers 
towards rationali.sation or reuiganisaiiise

Wdiile there are contradictions and diflerenccs of opinion 
both among the leadership and between the leadership and the 
lower cadres, yet these contradictions and conflicts ha^’e not 
taken any definite shape in the organisation and the organisation 
as a whole is opposed to unity with the AITUC and is commit- 

’■ ted in the main to carry out the political policy of the Congress 
Party and the Government. It still hopes to secure its monopoly 
position as a bargaining agent throughout the country on the 
basis of help from the Government and the employers conceding 
'some concessions to the workers. It is still committed not to 
xmleash a widespread initiative of the working class for securing 
their demands. It seeks to strengthen its position, which in the 
past three years, instead of further strengthening, has rather led 
to itSycomparative isolation in the face of growing struggles in 
the years 1955, 1956 and 1957 (Amritsar, Bumpur, Jamshedpur, 

gtt Kalka, Kanpur, Kharagpur, Nagpur, and other places), by utili- 
sing the contradiction between the HMS and the AITUC and the 
suspicion of the HMS leaders against the Communists.

I During and after the General Elections, the identification of 
= * I the INTUC with the National Congress and the Government has 

gone still further. The INTUC has now been given functional 
i I representation inside the Congress Committees and puts up its 

- | candidates for election on the platform of the Congress and as 
_ . n imi'nn rirrronicofi'nn cnniArirlc. -oll

This is done in order to check the pressure of the masses 
j from taking their organisation to the left and nearer to the 
J AITUC and the pull for united action.

In this situation, the INTUC will not agree to any proposals
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for overall unity whether by the UMS or the AITUC at present. 
It will not agree to election by secret ballot of the union of 
workers’ choice. Numerous instances could be given when, in 
the last two years, the INTUC representatives were ignomini
ously defeated in election by secret ballot to such committees 
as Piovidenl Fund Tiusiees, Works' Committees, etc. In the elec
tion (April 1956) in Rohtas Industries, the INTUC miserably 
failed, getting only 409 votes when the HMS got 3481. Simi- 

lb i)i Bi.j’U’iig.u P.rici M'lls, the INTUC lost in the elec
tion to the HMS. In many factories and workshops where the 
INTUC unions are recognised, they have lost elections to the 
Works’ Committees, such as Chittaranjan Locomotive Factory, 
Hindustan Shipyard, etc. The reorganisation of the National 
Federation of Post and Telegraph Employees on the basis of 9 
unions and election and a constitution proposed by the Govem- 
mfnt itself, has resulted in the INTUC leadership losing its ma
jority and hence we find in the INTUC report an attack on 
NFPTE as “trying to utilise the organisation for the purpose of 
sectional ideological purposes.” The INTUC refused to support 
the P & T struggle in July last and lost its position still further.

All this shows that the INTUC will not easily agree to 
election as the basis of determining the representative character 

" of a union. It will seek the help of the Government to get the 

recognition.

So with the perspective of the INTUC not agreeing to an 
overall unity including the AITUC in the immediate future, what 
will be the attitude of the HMS and the UTUC?

This is a very important question. Because, even as it is, 
the unity of the AITUC, the HMS and the UTUC will be a big 
step towards future overall unity. This will not only generate 
a high enthusiasm of the working class outside the INTUC, it 
will unleash the urge for unity inside the INTUC itself. If this 
unity comes about, it will unleash the inherent strength of the 
working class, which lies today divided in the main. In the 
context of the INTUC having raised the same demands as other 
trade union centres, such unity will result in a broadbased united 
movement. Important though it is, the achievement of even 
such unity is not a very smooth task. There arc a number of 
questions which need study and understanding so that proper
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approach is made towards this achievement. In the 
stances of tod ly, though overall unity is not possible, unit) with 
the HMS and the UTUC is within the realm of piactical possi- 
hilit’cs, though there are a number of difficulties The way to 
ovccome them is united action for workers’ demands and moie 
friendly contacts and mutual consultations between the leac’er- 
bhips

48. Possibilities for More United Action

This Ins increased consideiably in the prcsint conditions 

The possibilities are expressed in the following.
(1) All the national trade union centres have much in com

mon as far as the slogans regarding workers’ demands and mter- 
national developments are concerned.

The AITUC, the HMS and the INTUC are agreed that the 
First Five-Year Plan has not given the workers a fair deal While 
the production has increased by 45% the workers’ share in the 
net value of the products has been reduced from 44 7% to 411%, 
the real wages of factory establishment workers have reached 
only 1027% of the 1939 level. Large majority of workers still 
live in pibful conditions (as admitted by the Government).

All the three centres demand a national minimum wage of 
Rs. 100 in organised industries.

Oiytlie question of immediate 25% wage increase there is a 

unanimity, though Asoka Mehta in the Parliament did not sup
port immediate wage increase in the debate on Second Five- 
Year Plan.

Similarly, all are agreed on the need for a national Wages 
Commission to revise the wages structure, on a new formula for 
bonus, fulfilment of certain preconditions of rationalisation in 
the interest of the country and the workers, on extension of Pro
vident Fund to all workers, on extension of medical facilities 
under ESI Scheme to workers’ families, on an integiated scheme 
of wider social security, on meiger of DA with basic wage and 
agamst unemployment.

(2) Again, all the national centres aie anxious for the suc
cess of the Second Five-Year Plan. They are also equally anxi
ous that the burden should not fall on the workers and the 
toiling people.

r
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(3) Fuilbei, all the national centres have more or less 
sirnildi attitude regarding peace and peaceful co-existence of 
nations, foi increasing international contacts, exchange of dele
gations and development of mutual uiideistanding. This com
mon agicement was veiy vividly expicssed in the 15th Indian 
I ■'!'( I’ C '1 I '< whmt all tiadc ninon lepicscntatnes took 
an .igiecd view on all major questions. And trade union leaders 
in the Parliament have supported the peace policy of Pandit 
Nehru .and h '• .'ii'v ,1 to ban nurle” ipons

Ibis commonness lemov’cs one of the major barriers of pre- 
j'udices and jealousies and enables the mobilisation of the masses 
belonging to different trade union centres in ever larger numbers 
and will pave the way for more and more united action both 
from below and the top on common issues.

tr;i I 
the 
slio 
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49. How Does the Government Look at the Question?

In the matter of wage policy, tire planners of the First Five- 
Year Plan followed a line of practically freezing wages and sup
porting increased work and rationalisation. But they were not 
successful in their policy generally to the extent they desired 
because of action of the workers who fought determinedly for 
wage increases and against rationalisation.

y If this' was the wage policy of the Government, the policy 
in the trade union field has been to make the INTUC and those 
who fell in line with it, the sole recognised body in the country, 
enact such laws which would make it difficult, if not impossible, 
for other trade unions to exist.

With all the suppressions of trade union rights and demo
cratic liberties accompanying the enforcement of this policy of 
imposing the tiade unions of the Congress Party and govern
mental agencies on the workers, the ruling party did not succeed 
in securing “industrial peace” or making the INTUC the sole 
representative of the workers.

In the Second Plan period, in the name of eliminating “poli
tical rivalries” and “multiple trade unions,” the Labour Ministry 
of the Government submitted a note in August 1955 for discus
sion in the Labour Panel of the Planning Commission, which 
carries the old policy in a new way. It was seen in the proposals 
submitted for discussions: “Since the development of a healthy
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movement is an insurance for induslnal harmony. 
Ministry will approve of ‘closed shop’ and ‘Union

trade union 
the Labour 
shop’ piactices provided there is no constitutional bar to such 
airangements.” But this was not approved in the Panel Com
mittee.

Uiom the proposals, however, n becomes evident that they 
want to make the INTUC the only legally representative rec g- 
nised centre on the basis of certain percentage of membership; 
they want to obliterate others by imposing new registration laws 
ioi umeiis and a Go\einmu.t inspc-toiaU I) c! i-k ii i ' j ' 
vise the records and workings of the unions in the m.itter of 
membership rolls.

Though they talked about “union rivalries,” they are not 
prepared to renew the proposals made by V. V. Giri, as Labour 
Minister, in the Nainital Conference during 1952 of determining 
the representative charactei of a union by secret ballot of 
the workers.

Neither do they propose the other alternative of one union 
in each industry and one national centre in the country, that the 
pooled membership of all unions elect by single transferable vote 
the executive and office-bearers that they want from a list sub
mitted by the different unions. In the newly elected execuh've 
all shadds will be represented as the election is by proportional 
representation. This executive will take charge of the new 
industrial union to wliich the pooled membership is transferred 
and the separate competing unions will disappear in this general 
pool.

The Government proposal is to determine the representative 
character of the union by the criteria of “membership of good 
.standing” and of a “certain percentage.’ The emphasis on this 
shows that the Government does not rely on the workers to 
choose their own union. The membership figures can be mani
pulated to the advantage of the INTUC and bwnce their reliance 
on this method.

The chapter on Labour Policy and Programmes of the Se
cond Five-Year Plan (A Draft Outline) says

“In its essentials the Labour Policy and the approach to 
industrial lelations outlined in the First Five-Year Plan will also 
hold for the period of the Second Plan, although necessarily some

D 5
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changes and adaptations will be needed in view of the determi
nation to achieve a Socialistic Pattern of Society.

“The present trade union legislation needs to be rexdsed 
with the object of (1) icstricting the number of outsiders in the 
trade unions, (2) giving unions statutory lecognition under 
certain conditions, (3) protecting oflSce-bearers against victimi
sation and (4) improving the financial base for the trade union 
ino\''menl fioni v..thm its own resources. Such legislation is 
considered necessary for strengthening the trade union move
ment. There is need also for voluntary efforts towards the uni
fication of the trade union movement.”

We have quoted only that portion which has an immediate 
bearing on the question of unity of the trade union movement

Regaiding wages, the policy declares that raising real wages 
“can only be based on increase in productivity.” It stresses 
considerably on mutual negotiations and voluntary arbitration. It 
does also speak of certain concessions.

The Government policy does, therefore, clearly emerge from 
this. The workers will not be permitted to choose their union. 
The conditions will be imposed by the Government for respresen- 
lative character of the union. In answer to the demand raised 
fiom various quarters except the INTUG about determining tho 
representative character of the union and one union in one in
dustry and one national centre by workers’ ballot, the Govern
ment says; “Theie is need also for voluntary efforts towards the 
unification of trade union movement.”

Why? Because, the Government is aware that election will 
go considerably against INTUC, because such a united mo\c- 
inent will not simply accept what the Government says but will 
defend the woikers against any attack ■which lead to lowering 
thfii living standaid

While this is the general policy of the Government today, 
a further change is not luled out. With the possibilities of united 
movement developing and the demand for iecognition of unions 
on the basis of workers’ choice becoming more and more irre
sistible, thcic IS a possibility of miking the Goveinment change 
its polity. As alicady noted, with the INTUC alone, the Gov
ernment is not able to secuie the suppoit of the workers for the
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.. success of the Second Fivc-Ycar Plan, for which a contented 
working class is essential

50. BiK kgiound to These DcocJopments

8 The present situation, described earher, has not come all of 
a sudden Tt is the result of a senes of processes and develop
ments tluough winch the ubb inoscincnt had to go

Vthrough. In the past two jears, many events took place both
^jpohtical and economic in which the working people under diffe- 

- .parent leaderships came together and the urge for unity continued 
^to grow, mutual suspicions and pre|udices were comparatively 

4* ^reduced ui jomt work. In this initiation of the united action, the 
^lAIlbC played a significant role. The process of formation of 

. r*independent trade federations signifying organisational unity in 
*W|the various trades, further developed the unity sentiments, bc- 

w cause the workers saw that unity brought them some gains.

t I We may note here some of the important pohtical and 
, I economic issues which unleashed a broad united movement of 

{ -vthe working class. In order to have a comparative view we 
SM shall try tex sum up in short tire situation that existed at the end 

of 1954 ^^6d beginning oi 1955.

J... The growth of united action from below which was noticed
* in 1953 continued to be the main form of unity movement in 

1954. We see workers working m the same place joining toge- 
tliei m common struggle against attack and then again falling 
apart organisationally. A majority of such united struggles took 
place on a local basis, though a few were on a provincial scale.

In 1954, we saw the Kanpur workers forming anti-rationah- 
sation action committee in the face of rationalisation, leading to 
the merger of 6 unions into one trade union for the textile wor- 
lei*. of Kanpur including the INTUC union which was later 
disowned and the INTUC formed another union.

In 1954, w'e saw also the estabhshment of Delhi Trade Union 
Council, representing the unity of the AITUC, the HMS and 
other independent unions

In 1954, we saw also the bank empio) ecs’ struggle mobilising 
support Irom all sections of trade unions except the INTUC. The 
AITUC, the HMS and the UTUC, all supported the bank ein- 
plovecs in tilt 11 23 September token strike as veil .as their pro-
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posed indefinite strike from 10 December, 195-1 against mndifi. 
cation of tlie LAT Award by the Goveminent.

1954 also saw the formation of NFPTE uniting the entire 
post and telegraph workers on the basis of Government scheme 
and election of leadership of the Federation unanimously with i 
the accommodation of various viewpoints.

1954 saw the INTUC carrying on its a.nti-unity policies and 
trying to eat up tire HMS unions, leading to conflict between the 
I.NTUC and the HMS and independents. After the merger of 
the AIRF with the INTUC railway workers’ imion and forrna-' 
tion of the NFIR, the INTUC leadership began elbowing^out” 
the HMS and other independent elements from the, merged * 
unions began to bypass them in the negotiabons with.^^Jlail-|^ , 
way Board and unilaterally withdrawing issues ’
nal. This led to a conflict.!^The^HMS elements ;m| 
Railway came out of; the irierg(^^uEnion|^d .r'eTi 
old union led by Mahibeh’Kar^^^ In’February; 19 
flict between Vasavada‘ ( INTUC) ; and Gunisw^y 
by the HMS and other elements took place leading' ’ 
ment^of two hlFI^ and laterethe^AIRFy, Now aj

''“'-rfiithe;’tw6''is%eihg tried.' h’-'-*’. ;

The policy of collaboration with the INTUC carS^I 

the HMS led to its weakening since 1951. Important 
ers renounced their work in the trade union movemCTt 'iSI 
In June 1954 conference of the PSP, stress on labour work was 
laid. On the whole in 1954, we do not find much orgaxiis^ 
activity of the HMS, the leadership continued to remain oppb* ..' 
sed to unity with the AITUC and working class trade union 
unity- -

The AITUC continued to work for trade imion unity^^Wd^;;^’, 
stress on organising the unorganised workers, appealing to the 
workers to join any union they like but join the union. An 
appeal for trade union unity was made in our conforen^fo .' 
May 1954, which was further developed in the reso^tion^^on. 
trade union unity adopted by our General Council mcctog in 

November, 1954.
The efforts at developing trade federations wcrO^WJ^^W^ 

in this period. We see the organisation of Nationnt^Wt^Wn 
of Motor Transport Workers (State Sector) in the bcgtanlOg Ot
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1955 and a joint organisation of both state and private sectors 
this year.

So on the whole we might say that in 1.954 and beginning of 
1955, the main form of expression of the unity movement was 
united action and forming of temporary committees, etc. The 
scale of such united action and formation of temporary united 
committees was comparatively on a lower level.

There was no response from the leadership of the HMS or 
the INTUC to the appeal for trade union unity by the AITUC.

Situation existing then did not promise that developments 
in the near future will have such far-reaching consequences as 
will bring the question of trade union unity from the realm of 
distant conjectures to the realm of practicality. A new spurt took

I place, which was to some extent unexpected—partly on political 

I issues and partly on industrial.

New Spurt of Activities and Development of 
Trade Union Unity in 195S

Political Issues:

(l^Gofl Liberation Struggle: In June 1955 developed the 
? Goa liberation Movement led by a joint committee named Goa 
, Liberation Committee representing all political opinions. 
I This saw an unprecedented growth of working class activity 

and united struggle. The AITUC, the HMS and the UTUC and 
^their affiliated unions including textile and harbour workers’ 

’lunions conducted joint action and led the general strikes in the 
; Cities, including Bombay, Calcutta and Madras in the month 

of August.
The INTUC leadership did not participate in the strike 

struggles on the plea that it was a political question and openlv 
opposed the strike action.

Bombay workers were the first to respond to the call for 
tatyagraha for Goa liberation and formed Mill Workers’ Goa 
Liberation Committee, in which both the AITUC and the HMS 

participated. The provincial branches of the AITUC, the HMS 
tod the UTUC and the Bank Employees’ Association of Bombay, 
jointly convened a representative meeting on 31 July at which 
^decision was taken to stage a general strike in Bombay on 12 
August. 409.000 Bombay workers responded to this ji'int call

I
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despite every attempt by the If^UC and Congress bosses to 
disrupt the strike.

Again on the receipt of the news of brutal killing of peaceful 
satyagrahi A’olunteers on 15 August, on Goa borders, the Bombay 
workers carried out a complete general strike on 16 August. 
Elements like bank and mercantile employees who did not take 
part in the 12 August strike struck work on the 16th.

In Calcutt.i also on the 17th of August, under the joint call 
of tire AIIUC, the IIMS, the UTUC and other independent fede
rations and various coordination committees, there was an un
precedented strike reminiscent of the 29th of July 1946 general 
Stllkf

The Goa liberation question unleashed working class acti
vity on an all-India scale. This concrete fight against the 
remnants of colonialism in India directly helped the cause of 
working class unity.

(2) On States Re-organisation Proposals: In October 1953 
the States Reorganisation Committee proposals were published. 
There was widespread resentment in whole of Marathi-speaking 
area against the rejection of the just claims to be united in one 
province including Bombay. All political parties including the 
Congress came on the platform in the beginning, but on the I 
directive of the Working Committee of the Congress, the Con- I 
gressmen had to dissociate. On the trade union front, the Sam- 1 
yukta Maharashtra Movement brought the AITUC, the HMS, 1 
the UTUC and other independent trade imions on one platform. | 
On 5 November, Bombay workers met in conference, called « 
‘'Bombay Workers’ United-Maharashtra Conference.” 5000 dele- | 

gates representing 90 trade unions belonging to the .AITUC, the 
HMS, the UTUC and independent trade unions attended. S. M. 
Joshi (HMS) presided and S. A. Dange (AITUC) inaugurated 
the Conference, which decided to lead a protest demonstration 
to the Assembly Hall on 18 November when the S.R.C. proposals 
c.ame to be debated. '

On the demonstration of 5000 industrial workers being lathi- 
el 4 ,1 r , 11 V aS I, (-()! .1 I’cilil.il s.ljK' OU 21 .XJn'IIlDir 

4^ O
which was responded to magnificently. Police firing on the de
monstration, headed by the textile workers, killed 12 and wound
ed more than 300. This news of firing on the Bombay workers
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spread like wild fire, leading to strikes and demonstrations in 
every town and city in the Marathi-speaking area.

In January 1956, the Government arrested the main leader
ship of the movement, which led to a big upheaval. In this, 
along with the middle-classes, the working class came forward 
with united political general strikes. Thousands went to jail, 
105 were killed in firings. The main characteristic of tliis strug
gle was that all parties of the Left united on a common platform, 
all trade unions of the three centres acted together and the poli
tical general strike and satyagraha was the spearhead and main 
form of the struggle.

■ ; •, Lsy I-
During the General Elections in the State, this Unity was 

further strengthened.

In the recent agitation against unemployment and closures, 
the AITUC, the HMS and the UTUC unions are taking common 
action with prior joint discussion.

t- j (3) On Bengal Bihar Merger: The proposal to merga 
I Bengal and Bihar provinces led to widespread discontent, which 
■f -found it^ “fexpression in the united movement launched against 

. the proposal by all opposition forces, especially by the CPI, the 
PSP, the Forward Bloc and others. This brought out also imity 
of the trade unions affiliated to the AITUC, the HMS and the 
UTUC and even some unions affiliated to the INTUC joined the 
movement. The call for general strike on 25th of January 1956 
was responded to throughout Bengal. Even the jute workers 
who are mostly non-Bengali, and are under Congress influence, 
responded to the strike call.

)

i

52. Economic Issues Affcefin^ the Life of the Workers end 
Their

Besides these political issues, there were a number of eco
nomic issues affecting the life of the working masses, winch, also 
found the trade unions with different affiliations coming together. 
In 1955-57 the number strike actions by worldng class were 
more compared to 1954 on issues like rationalisation and retrench
ment, for wage increase and bonus, etc. A special feature of these 
struggles was the coming together of ma.s.s(!S belonging to the 
INTL’C, the AITIRI. the Il.MS and the non-altached. In a num
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iber -of cases the INTUC local cadres and unions also joined in 
the united struggle.
_ - All these struggles have played an important part in bring
ing all together and especially the >\JTUG and the other middle 
elements.

'53. Indepeiulent Trade Federations

The process of development ot independent trade federa
tions is not a new one. They existed even before any splits took 
place in the TU movement. But in those days they were merely 
the expression of craft separateness than anything. Those fede
rations since 1953 came forward more and moie as expressions 
of unity of the workers in the given trade, irrespective of the 
affiliation of their constituent unions to any central TU organi
sation. ,

We have now all-India trade federations in Defence, Banks', 
Post and Telegraph, Government Employees, Cement, Motor 
Transport, Port & Docks, Railways, Insurance, Petroleum, Work
ing Journalists. All these federations contain unions and office
bearers drawn from all the four TU centres or some belonging 
to none. The Confederation of Central Government Employees 
has a number of associations, which are not affiliated to any 
centre.

These independent federations have been very active in the 
defence of the rights and demands of their workers and the 
trade. They have been in a position to call all-India actions and 
make positive gains; as for example, the Banks, P & T, Defence, 
Docks, Insurance, etc.

Even while acting on a trade leiel, these federations have 
to act in solidarity with the whole working class and have ♦'o 
receive help from all. In recent times there have been many 
nrca'ionv vd’-'n in the'r s; ’.igghl’. <-\ b,.\e hirn ut>j< to bring 
the AITUC, the HMS and the UTUC leaderships together to 
agre,e on common action in support of the fcdeiatiens, as it hap
pened on the question of the struggles of the Banks, P & T, 
Insurance. Thus, the federations have acted as ,a ler-cr of unity.

The INTUC, however, of late ha.s been trying to spTt these 
federations. In seme trades, it sets up its own trade federations 
directly affiliated to the INTUC. Where there have been no

X'
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^inited trade federations before, the INTUC is able to set up its 

own federations, viz. cotton textiles, coalmining, plantation. But 
, the INTUC activities have been harmful in cement, where they 

first entered a united fedeiation and finding the majoi ity unions 
' to be not theirs, walked out. They have been tiying their best 

to split the Bank workers. Defence and the P & T. But the 
urge for unity is so strong and cemented b)’ common action and 
sacrifices, that the INTUC k ideis arc not able so easily to mis- 

4^ lead and spht. Their activities have, however, been succtssful 
in the Railways to a large extent.

The '.m*} pf thf" trnde federations cannot be a substitute for 
the unity of the central lU oiganisalions 1 he indcpcndci t 

4 trade federations are playing a very positive role. At the same 

ijjtime, they have their limitations. They are essentially trade 
* federations. The working class and the trade union movement 
, is not merely a sum total of all the trades. It is something moie 
I than all the trades—it is a class. Even all trade federations 

* f sitting together cannot make a central trade union organisation, 
11 which must reflect the class as a whole, beyond its trade needs, 

I demands and ideals. The central trade union organisation not 
I only defends the interests of each trade but defends the general 
I interests, which are common to working class as a whole. All 

tlie trade federations generally accept this. Hence it was that 
I the Defence Federation asked all the central TU organisations to 
, put forxyird a united and agreed case before the Pay Commission 

on an all-India level.

The trade federations must develop and that too as inde
pendent federations. At the same time, they must, on all major 
questions, function m ■ onsultation with all the central TU 
organisations.

In some cases, some elements try to develop them almost 
as rivals to the ceutiai lU oi ganisations. Even when a common 
sohdarity action is needed, they make such a narrow technical 
fetish of “independence”, that they ask for solidarity actions fiom 

II \ rkv’ ' II'.' I ’iivib consulting with the various
centres on the questions naohtd beloie asking thvui .u e 
and help. Then excuse is that if all the centres do not agree to 
meet together what could they doi^ The answer is that first they 
should try to call in then united help, together or separately

I

I
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If they refuse, then approach over their heads, their unions and 
unite with those who are prepaied to act and help

54 Present Position & Tasks

What then is the position on the question of unit'.’

United actions of the woikers h m qn'wn jib n j n jcceiit 
davs because of the attack on their wages and h\ing standards,
by inflation, high prices, rationalisation, closures and unemploy-, 
ment, etts These united actions have brought rhe various cenfi al ■ 
oiganisations and their leaderships to 'o'- n t v' as at the time 
of the stiuggVs in P \ I, Banks, mining, etc

Joint demonstrations and consultations between the AITUC 
and the HMS (and the UTUC in some cases) have grown on 
many political questions and TU problems, which have streng
thened unity trends.

Those in the INTUC who favour splits and are opposed to 
unity did not succeed in their disruptive activity, where united 
work already exists and has been strengthened.

The unity of all the TU centres was most vividly seen in the 
work of the Indian Labour Conference and the Standing Labour 
Committee.

In the Parliament and State legislatures (except Kerala), 
^the representatives of the AITUC, the HMS and the UTUC sit 

y in the Opposition benches and in general present agreed views 
on trade union matters, which also help in building unity.

The INTUC representatives, however, occupy the Govern
ment benches and in general pi esent a viewpoint opposed to 
the other trade union centres. Only when the Government 
leadership allows them, they become critical of the Gorernmeut s 
and employers’ policies But while doing so tbe\ are particular 
in d ssociating from us.

Thus the legislatures also lend a hand in the slips row u \ 

unity
C iiditioiis toi unilv base become inoie faxouiable in tlie 

last two years Unity has advanced, not retreated

Internationally too, foices of unity have advanced Tlie 
appeals of the WFTU to the ICFTU lor united action on com-
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mon points have borne fruit, not at the top, but below. Common 
action from below has grown.

The standpoint of the WFTU in support of the-Middle-East 
and AiijL.ii) i m utiics ’ found ■<) Tunch support m the working 
masses that the ICFIU lias had to rs\iss‘ its .u'ttndi' on thia 
question. The INTUC and the HMS who are affiliates of the 
ICFTU strongly criticised it for its support to the SEATO and 
Baghd id Pift< Tt was I'n fart an amusing situation. The Na
tional Congress, Nehru and the Cor’crnment (icnouiite ihese v,.n 
pacts and support the Middle-East and African independence. 
Yet the INTUC is affiliated to the ICFTU which goes against 
those policies of anti-colonialism. The only common point that 
the ICFTU could find recently with the HMS and the INTUC 
was on Hungary. But this could not hide their contradiction on 
questions of freedom of the Asian-African people. As a result, 
tire ICFTU at its Tunis Congress this year has begun to speak 
the language of anti-colonialism. This has advanced the forces 
of unity internationally also.

55. Joint Action—Merger of Rival Unions

We must convince the workers more concretely that rmity is 
a prificiple and not merely a tactic to "capture”. Our organisa
tional action and individual behaviour must lead to this con
viction—which, for example, means that while not refusing to 
lead the workers, v.e must not be over-anxious to prove that we 
are initiators or leaders of struggles and gains.

Joint actions must be carefully prepared as such. Mere 
foimal majoritv vote*; in meetings are not enough sanction for 
unity. Before we come to a vote, we must informally try foi 
unity and agreement.

The conclusions of the Tripartite Labour Conference can 
lx. m.idi. iln i s ' . ' *' < ' I'’ i o-r-''on rims .iial common
action, where necessary, m as much as the Tripartite Conclusions 
were agiccd to by all the four centres, sitting together including 
the INTUC.

The independent li ado fedciations must be helped more in 
thcii united <iction and unded functioning It ‘s casici to isolate 
the splitters there.

The AITUC ccntic must concretely investigate where there
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are rival unions both of the AITUC and the HMS or the UTLJC, 
and see if riv^ahies can be overcome by merger or unilateral dis
solution. There are cases where unilateral dissolution, with some 
prior talks on united functioning and absorption of cadres, has 
to be undertaken, “Rargtiining' at a ceilam '-"’gi hr- to ui 
given up to bring about unity. For a time, it may look that we 
,or the workers have lost in activity. Even if it is so, it is tempo
rary, if we really remain active, without official “positions”. Our 
evpeiience on railwavs shows that

We must try our utmost to avoid starting rival unions whe
ther against those of the INTUC or the HMS or the UTUC. But, 
with regard to the INTUC, we have to modify this position. 
Where their unions cease to function or become company unions, 
we are forced to start rival unions. At present, the pattern is 
that their unions throw out the INTUC leadership and call on 
us to give guidance. We cannot shirk the responsibility, if the 
decisions are more or less unanimous. In such a situation, it is 
the INTUC which starts a new rival union, as has happened jn 
many cases. It is less so in tlie case of the HMS.

i

5G. Our Limitations

Occasions demanding shifts in leaderships arise very 
much at a time when a crisis grows and workers demand action 
to defend themselves. At present, there is pressure for action 
for wages, DA, etc. But it is just in such situations, for the 
struggles to be successful, we must build united leaderships. 
Especially shifts and changes in the leadership of imions in 
industries, establishments and services belonging to the state 
sector are coming up very fast. The AITUC is being called m 
to participate in the composition of the elected leadership along 
with others or ec'cn singly where others refuse. The growth of 
the influence of the AITUC is responsible for such a situarien 

d ^..1 oil I..a AilUC iikiiiiKis ol Fainarnent and 
State legislatures are very high.

Here, while we agree to undertake responsibility, we must 
bear in mind our limitations also and must e.xercise some 
rest) aint.

The fact that the AITUC forces have grown stronger is a 
help to unity and success of struggles. But we must also re-

(
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member tliat the opponents of unity and the v.orkiug class can 
use this \er) fact to disiupt and mislead. The tasks of unity are 
so urgent and so complicated that the AITUC must concentrate 
on them more than before.
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57. Tempo of Struggles on Upgrade

All these last three j-ears, the tempo of the struggles of the 
working class has been on the upgrade. The comparative 
quietude, which was there in 1951 to 1954, as seen in the figures 
of man-days lost, vanished in 1955. The tempo continued in 
1956 and in 1957 also. We have already seen that whereas inj? 
1954 the man-days lost were over three million, in 1955 they 
were over five-and-half million, in 1956 over seven million and 
in 1957 about six million.

Secondly, not only man-days lost were increasing, but even 
the number of disputes and number of workers participating in 
strikes had also gone up. The rise was not due to any one single 
big strike lasting a long time and thus setting the record high 
which partly was the case even in 1955.

The third thing in the struggles of 1956 and 1957 was that 
lire disputes were widespread, the number of workers and dis
putes was large, but the duration was not very long. Protest 
actions, swift actions of one day or short duration were the 
tactics of the trade unions in 1956 and 1957. T'vo-thud-> of the 
disputes did not last for more than 5 days and even in this cate
gory, there was heavy concentration in the category of “one day 
or less” which alone accounted for 41.8 per cent of the disputes. 
Does it mean t!i it the voikc'-^ ueie iioi £iepaicd to put up 
longer or stiff stiugglcs or that the employers were conceding 
quick? Neither of the two. It means that there were more 
“protest actions”. Having protested, the workers waited for 
negotiations and results.

The fourth thing was that in 1956 the bigger factories have
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been in action more than the small. Factories emplojlng 1000 or 
more workers lost 4,404,134 days.

The fifth thing to be noted is that all these man-days lost 
were not due to strikes. Last year there were more lock-outs 
also. The average time loss per lock-out was 30,520 man-days 
while the aveiage per strike was only 3,862. The lock-outs ac
counted for 38 4 per cent of the total time loss.

TLoi ^h lock-out IS uii oliciisnc ci the ciiiplojcis, it also 
shows that the workers have not yielded either by withdrawing 
their demands or surrendering to the employers.

The sixth thing is that both in 1056 -md us-j- *-]j, y < 1 ,, , 
actions on a national scale and not only on local factory scale.

The seventh thing is that this time, the Government services 
and middle class employee.s have gone into action on a national 
level and have shown tremendous advance in trade union orga
nisation. The growing crisis inevitably throws them into activity 
and action.

The eighth thing is that the most e.xploited of the working 
class, that is the miners, have carried out united actions, involv
ing immense sacrifices and made gains.

The ninth is that even the big units of iron and steel which 
were supposed to be highly paid and totally under the influence 
of the INTUC have broken away from the old moorings. Jam
shedpur and Burnpur both have struggled against the “sober” 
advice of the INTUC and have won substantially.

The tenth thing is that the struggles of 1955 and 1956 halted 
the ofiensive of rationalisation for the time being by their united 
actions. Now the employers are waiting for this unity to break 
and to attack again in the name of productivity.

58. Some Outstanding Struggles

It IS not possible to recoid here all the disputes and stiug- 
gles and the tremendous sacrifices and heroism shown by the 
workers. Scores have been killed and wounded in firings by the 
Go' cmiiicnt hundreds sent to jail Thons' id ' ' ' ■’
jobs Though personally they have lost, yet their sacrifice has 
made the working class stronger. The loss of the few Ii\ es have 
won the lives of millions and the admiration and loyalty of their 
class.
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In the great strike of Kanpur lasting over ninety days, the 
workers by united action succeeded in halting the oflensive of 
rationalisation. That strike made the Government and emplo
yers, who most vehemently talked and attacked in the name of 
“technological progress”, revise their attitude as shown in the 
conclusions of thi' Tripa’‘tit(' Ui'lian 1 u.. . ! 1 .

The several actions on the Railways and the firing in Kalka, 
Kharagpur, etc., brought the problems of the railway workers to 
the forefront. There was a tremendous offensue against active 
TU workers on the railways in the name of “State security”. The 
Sankar Saran Tribunal was in cold storage and the INTUC-led 
NFIR also. Though the Kharagpur strike was marred by the 
anarchistic behaviour of some people, in which the provocateurs 
of the management took the lead, endangering the lives of many 
people, the railway workers drew the attention of the Govern
ment. f

The Defence installations had to struggle against retrench'? 
ment in September-October of 1956. This all-India action led 
to the partial absorption of those retrenched in other jobs.

The Bank workers launched many protest actions for pro
tection against victimisation or deductions envisaged under the 
Award. They won on those points. But the single-handed 
action of the Bengal section in trying to secure a revision in the 
DA formula by themselves, found itself deadlocked. The for
mula was not revised. But higher DA was given at the end of 
the year as the cost of living showed a rise in terms of the Award.

The struggle of the Insurance workers in the nationalised 
sector whose service and pay conditions were being worsened in 
the name of the state sector economy was quite a surprise to 
many in its wi.le .■>\\icp though onh ot one day Uiiiation. The 
settlement also was quick at the hands of the Finance Ministry 
and substantial gains were made, though some essential demands 
remain unfulfilled.

The struggle ot the Burnpur steel workers has been going on 
since 1953. Their determination and correct tactics have given 
them some good gains. Their profit-sharing bonus has risen from’- 
10 days (formerly linked to dividend) to 65 days this year and 
103 of their retrenched people have been reinstated after four 
years with compensation by the verdict of the Supreme Gourt in
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an appeal. The Company has slTOwn some grace at last and is 
reported to be willing to pay the compensation which will be 
about Rs. 15 lakhs.

Other struggles on local level have been many. Notable 
was the strike by the Nagpur textile workers, where all the work
ers including women were sent to jail. The satyagraha led by the 
HMS in Modinagar has been a stiff battle. So was their struggle 
in Dalmianagar, where the HMS led and ultimatclv won. The 
.•ViTCC co operated with them.

Another notable struggle was that of the Wirnco workers in 
Bareilly. It was notable for the fact that the Company intro
duced rationalisation in clear violation of all the forms-of fl-o. 
agreement of the Tripartite Labour Conference and the Govem- 
ment had refused to take action. On the contrary, the leader.s 
were put in jail by the U.P. Government. The Company denied 
that it had introduced rationalisation.

Ports and Docks is another trade, where an all-India struggle 
was fought and settlement arrived at. At one time, all the de
lays and shortcomings in port and dock clearances, were ascri
bed to the port and dock workers’ demands, and their alleged 
go-slow or refusal to give full quota of work. Public ojjinion 
was sought to be roused against them. Ultimately, after the 
settlement of the dispute, it was foimd that the shortages arc 

■ mainly due to want of machinery, space and other facilities for 
handling goods and the totd failure of tire authorities to plan and 
anticipate the movement of goods. Yet the Government agencies 
were not wanting who would malign and threaten the workers 
unnecessarily.

We have no space here to go into all the lessons, aspects 
and characteristics and all the disputes and struggles that ha\e 
taken place. But there are some which have got to be considered.

59. ;\i;,i.'!(J^—/ournaZisfo, Govervncnt Eviployecs

In the recent period, the defiance of the tribunal awards by 
the emploj'ers and their freezing the claims of the workers by 

r;;cc.',;rsc to the Supreme Court rmd tlio *hu r-'O r'-r’-- 
of the Court have gone mostly against the workers has been on 
the increase. This is happening not because the law is made 
that way but that the principles which ought to govern die basic
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'concepts of the law are not defined and made binding. The 
concept of social justice, which is said to govern The rulings of 
Ihc Court, are vague. Hence in the given society, social just.ce 
iwhon weighed between the claims of Capital and Labour has 
tended to; tilt in .favour of Capital. Who is responsible for 
su.'h results? When the ruling Congress Party was shown these 
Jesuits, it tinned . d^-if cai to the problem of putting indus
trial law and industrial relations on a sounder footing. The 
•AITUC demanded amendment of Art. 43 of the Constitution 
to redefine social justice mentioned therein in such a way as to 
.take it out of the realm of abstraction and make it connote justice 
.for the toiling people, who form the overwhelming part of society 
and protection of whose interests should mean social justice as 
^against the claims of anyone else.

The case that has attracted the most widespread attention is 
-that of the Award on Working Journalists. The wage scales 
'awarded were' ijatly rejected by the big monopoly newspaper 
(houses. And mow they are before the Supreme Court. The Gov
ernment refused to intervene and bring about a settlement be- 
iause it was'not prepared to put down the recalcitrance of the 
,big men who control the monopoly press.

' ' Cart the Government do it? Yes, when it wants to, .as 
Case of coal. The mine-owners defied the award and 

SvCnt to the Supreme Court. A wave of pit-strikes culminating 
‘in a general strike was developing. The Labour Minister, Mr. 
’Narida, called both the parties. The state itself as a colliery 
'owner was concerned. And the award was given effect to by 
'giving the owners a rise in the coal prices.

The struggle of the coal miners, the award and the settle
ment are one of the Outstanding things in the recent period in 
the settlement of d sputes.

The struggle that made real history for all is that of the 
P & T and Government services. The proposed strike of 8 Aug
ust shook the country and the Government. The whole country 
had been sent into a tensioii by the Goveinment threats and the 
possibility of an all-national stoppage of the most essential sector 
of communications to be joined in by the other services. All the 
Goveinment services for the first time in history were taking a 
united action, not on political but purely in defence of their 
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trade union demands, for protection against rise in prices and. 
for betterment of conditions.

For the first time. Government services were acting under 
the auspices of a unified trade union federation of then own. And 
they were supported by all the national TU centres except the 
JNTUC.

The Government, however, at a late stage, agittd to ji.s*' 
tute a Pay Gommission, winch it had flatly refused at first. Except 
the main pay demand, other demands were agreed to. An inte- 
iini lehef was to be adjudged “expeditiously”. With that firm 
declaration made in Parliament, the strike notice was withdrawn.

Tliis has been argued about quite a lot. The AITUC sup
ported the strike notice, helped in the negotiations and settle
ment. The AITUC centre held the opinion that with those 
-demands that were conceded and the grant of the Pay Com
mission, the strike notice lost its force and sanction. But the 
AITUC was prepared to stand by the P & T in whatever 
-decision it chose to take. The P & T Federation decided to 
cancel strike notice on its own also.
' The interim result is out. Rs. 5 are-given as DA. It is not 
an adequate increase. At the same time, the most exasperating 
part of it is that the arrears of six months that are due (Rs. 30) 
are to be paid in National Savings Certificates. A sum of Rs. 9 
crores due to the workers and needed by them for meeting the 
acknowledged rise in prices is awarded and yet taken back and 
frozen. This is against the spirit of the recent agreement in the 
Tripartite Standing Committee. At no time was DA frozen 
this way. Bonus amounts had been ofl?ered in certificates but not 
DA. This method is bound to cause discontent and protest. 
(The Government later on agreed to give all the arrears in 
cash.) 

i,

60. Governments True Face

In all the stiuiisjlcs this vear .ind the list Gmrinment has 
many a time revealed its true face—the defender of monopoly 
capital using all the force of the state to put down the legitimate 
demands of the working class. This is so in spite of the fact that 
the Government is headed by a leader like Nehru, it talks of 
socialism and calls itself a democratic welfaie stale.
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Its frequent resort to firing on strikers has evoked condem
nation from even the ranks of the Congress. The declaration of 
the Kerala Government not to fire on people or to allow the 
police to be used by landloid-bourgcois interests to suppress the 
struggles of the toiling people, along with the assurance of pro
tection to the property and person of the employers has surprised 
and embarrassed the Congress ministries. The firing that created 
an uproar in the Parliament was the one in Bhangi Colony in 
Delhi, where Mahatma Gandhi used to pray daily for peace and 
non-violence. Some honest Congressmen were ashamed to sec 
a poor man’s blood being shed at the hands of the ministry 
swearing by the same Mahatma’s name in that very place. Not a 
single strike has gone without arrests and lathi-charges and tho 
most liberal use of the Preventive Detention Act, With tho 
slightest move for demands and protests, the police is thrown 
on the scene against the people. That is the democracy served 
to the working class. While on the other Side, food hoarders, 
tax evaders, racketeers fattening on state funds have all tho 
freedoms.

The strike of the P & T and Government services made the 
Government move quickly to seize arbitrary powers to ban the 
strikes in essential or any other service. Government Servants* 
Conduct Rules were amended to prohibit the Government -ai- 
ployee from participating in any form of public activity even 
in connection with his own rmion. He was banned from being 
a member of a union not recognised by the Government though 
there is no obligatory provision to recognise any union. A gov
ernment which takes yp?rs to pass laws beneficial to the workers, 
took only a day to ban the trade union and democratic rights of 
two million Government woikers.

Yet we must not lose sight of the fact that the working class 
•J o

possesses the power to make the Government retreat by united, 
determined and correct action, as was seen in P & T, coal, tea, 
banks, insurance, etc.

Some struggles have revealed the strange fact that workers 
have to struggle even to get implemented by the Government 
and the employers the laws already passed. Where the trade 
unions are not strong, laws are violated with impunity. In tho 
mines and plantations this is preyiflpnt on a large scale.

f
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Pl otection of ng]its won by former struggles and implemen
tation of laws beneficial to the workers is one of the taste of the 
tiade unions even under the democratic constitution of our Re
public, goveined by the Congiess Party and its big bourgeois 
pillars.

1 he dev elopment of the state sector of economy is going to 
jnike the Government the largest emplojer of laboui in the 
countiy. Its relations with the workers, apart from the fm- 
plovees in the <l"ctt state seivices, have a two-fold aspect. The 
state IS an employer in the ordinary sense of the term and it is 
also a state. Every struggle of the worker for his demands, 
therefore, brings him up in conflict with the state. Every 
struggle even for the most simple demands, therefore, would be 
pient with the full force^ of the state. Every struggle could be 
denounced as a struggle to overthrow, to embarrass, or to 
paralyse the Govemmgnt. It used to be said so-"even where 
Government was not an employer as in Ports and Docks. Now 
it >vould be much more so. ' - -

Therefore, while the development of the state sector of in
dustry is an advantage in the general struggle of the .working 
class, it will tend to be a disadvantage as such in the struggle for 
demand? there, ' ,

< • f A ' >

61. ToMhg Workers, Class Unity, Education

•, The compositipn of our working class is undergoing rapid 
transformation these days With developing economy, vast 
masses of young men of peasant origin are being idrawn into i 
Jthe towns and the factory. They havec*^ tractions yet of the 

working class, which grew and learnt its lessons from struggles 
in the pre-war or immediate post-war days. These young 
workers have yet to imbibe the experience of the old.

This rapidly growing young worker will soon leain from his 
I \pei 'uff \\I n d svstc.n he is fating, what political rule 
and which class is over him and against him. With the tempo of 
development, the fast-changing conditions and crisis will soon 
temper him and weld him into a class and make him the builder 
of the trade unions.

The bouigeoisie uses the weapons of caste distinctions, lan
guage divisions, religious divisions and political d.fferenccs to
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disrupt the unity of the exploited class against their exploiters.' 
The scheduled castes are attacked because they choose to take- 
up a casteless religion, a religion which has no authoritarianism 
and inequality in its ideology and is pledged to democratic 
luethbds m the management of its atraus. lhe rightful claims 
of linguistic culture, homogeneity and development are used to 
disrupt class unity and foment political divisions. Craft tenden
cies are encouraged to disrupt industrial unity in unions. There’ 
are a hundred and one ways in which the wily bourgeoisie tries^ 
to confuse and divide us and thereby disarm us.

Hence working class education has become an urgent need., 
The Government, the INTUC, the ICFTU, all have launched 
schemes of workers’ education. Though we do not know what 
its content will be, yet the fact that it is being launched is 
enough to make the TU movement to turn to the urgent problem 
of class education. Our trade unions should participate in the^ 
Government scheme and also have their own one.

f

62. Women as Leaders

It is said that Indians give a high place of honour to their* 
women. That may be somewhere else but not so in relation,to* 
the working class. The bourgeoisie is hounding out women- 
workefs from the textile industry wherever possible. Where this* 
cannot be done, they are attacked as badly as the men. In the' 
struggles we have fought, women have proved the most militant' 
and best organisers—in mines, plantations, biris, etc. But wo 
have been unable to raise women workers to the level of leader
ship in the unions The pioblcrn h. s not been tackled in a 
proper way.

i

i

63. Our Role Where We Rule in Local Bodic'!, etc.

There are many other problems which the TU movement 
has to pay attention to, such as education and culture of the 
masses which has become a pressing problem in the big cities, 
especially. Where the working class and middle class together 
come to majority positions in the local bodies, municipalities 
and corooraticns, we aie faced with several new problems— 
of satisfying demand for housing, sanitation, education, etc..
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of our role as municipal administrators of these towns and 
sometimes even as employers of municipal undertakings. To 
harmonise these two different roles, adherence to certain piin- 
ciples, to the defence of the interests of the working people as 
well as serving the needs of the town in conditions where the 
main juling party, tlie Congic*-. with its contiol < f the piiw> 
and the law, is not with us, has got to be carried out. Under 
such conditions, the trade union leaders do not discharge only 
the role of agitators but also become builders and administrators. 
Under such conditions, the peculiar contradiction between be
ing rulers within a capitalist framework and also defenders of 
the exploited has to be resolved in a friendly way and not in an 
antagonistic or inimical way. Our trade unions have no experi
ence in this matter—how to fulfil this dual role. Sometimes, we 
over-emphasise the difficulties of doing things under severe 
limitations of the capitalist framework within which we have 
taken up the task of ruling. Sometimes, we over-emphasise the 
immediate possibilities of giving big relief to the exploited, 
masses. Constant free exchange of opinions, mutual consulta
tions, a certain restraint on the part of unions coupled with quick 
and positive steps to overcome bureaucratic practices in order 
to give whatever relief is possible, however small, helps in the 
situation. The distrust of the masses, bom of experience of 
centuries, of all state and ruling machines has to be taken note 
of and a proper political education combined with practical 
measures have to be imdertaken to at least minimise, if not re
move that distrust engulfing us also. Where the monopolists are 
in power they cannot do it; but the working class can. Our 
experience in Kerala and in Bombay City, which has tire richest 
and biggest city corporation, show’s the problems and the way 

we can solve them.
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ORGANISATION

64. Millions under the Flag—But Organisation Weak

The report has become long and yet not e.xhaustive enough. 
Mull) piobleni') wliicjj jcipiiic git-atit u.scussnni have not 
received adequate attention, some not at all. The problem of 
organisation is not dealt with and I am not giving here any re
port on that.

The AITUC today has become the strongest trade union 
centre in the country in moral and political influence. Non
recognition of many of our unions, and opposition of the em
ployers and the Government prevent us in many ways from re- 
flecHng our strength and influence in the membership and 
organisational set-up. To a certain extent, let us admit, this is 
helped by the apathy or neglect of organisational duties of some, 
of our leading people. We theorise, we fight, we suffer, we win 
many things, millions gather round our flag and our call. And 
tliere we stop. The result is that this fighting and winning work
ing class loses its best armour when it needs it most—organisa
tion, membership, money, cadres, offices,. lawyers, technicians, 
representations on committees, fimctioning of State TUCs, and 
the Central Offices.

Tliis problem of organisation cannot be dealt with in a 
haphazard way. A number of Wage Boards Are awaiting our’ 
views on behalf of the workers. You can ask the P & T leader
ship what hard labour and organisation it requires to arrive at 
an agreed memoranda on questions of wages. Even the Govern
ment pleads that it has not got cadres to man the Wage Boards 
we are asking for. What then will be our plight? Industrial wages 
and national minimum and living wage are too concrete to be 
dealt with by mere theory and general talk of exploitat’on 
Facing prisons and firing is necessary and requires heroism. But 
that alone does not solve the problem. In fact doing that at the 
wrong time, when settlement is near at hand, disrupts the gains 
of the class, though it may help some of us to hide our ignor-
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ance or avoid some of the inconveniences of agicements. We 
must learn to settle just as we know how to fight We cannot 
do it unless we learn and organise.

In order to discuss this problem, the Working Committee 
will make certain proposals at a later stage

vm

CONCLUSION
)

65. Greetings to Fraternal Delegates

As I said at the beginning, we are meeting in times of great 
events. Compared to them, our session is a small event. - Bub 
the reflection of the times is there. We have had the pleasure of 
having among us fraternal delegates from the socialist and capi
talist countries and of the WFTU for the first time. We extend 
our greetings to them and otu thanks to the Government of 
India for giving visas to them.

, We are meeting just after the conclusion of the IV World 
Congress of the World Federation of Trade Unions. The con
clusions of that Congress, its fraternal help and solidarity on be
half of the world’s working class will help us in many ways in 
discharge of our tasks.

3*

The Kerala Government

We are meetuig in a state, which is not exactly hke all the 
other thirteen state's in India. This session also feels the truth 
of the statement, when we remember how the AITUC is treat
ed in other states. Some people may not agree with the Gov
ernment of this state in all its doings But n'^’ie < in tcenst* ’t 
of hein<r an ant woiking class, anti peasant, aiiti-pcople Govern
ment. We cannot say such a positive thing about the other 
states, with their enthusiasm for Pieventivc Detention Acts, 
Security Rules against their own employees, and bans of all 
kmds. The AITUC unions should be glad of such a state of
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affairs and should support and strengthen such a Government 
and must positively counter all tactics of the landlord-bourgeois 
groups to weaken and overthrow it, without identifying our 
unions with any political party as such. I would appeal to all 
trade unions of whatever affiliation to join hands with us in this, 
because we would do the same with any other Government, if 
it were to put itself positively and in conuett ds on the side 
of the working class and the exploited masses.

fc

ft

They aro

67. Two Pillar Policy

We are meeting at a-time, when the crisis is slowly creeping 
on us, compelling the Government to talk of slashing the Plans 
of economic development. If it happens, the first sufferers and 
victims will be the -workers and the poor middle-class. The eco
nomic development of our country, which,is an urgent national 
task for all .and the trade unions particularly, will -be held

At the same time,, we.have to see that all this development 
taking place is not at the cost of the working people. Hence we 
have to follow a fwo pillar policy—to help m the development 
of tlie economy and to defend the interests of the working mass

es in that economy.

This entails the consideration of our tactics of struggles— 
which must be such that they serve both the aims. They aro 
difficult tactics, no doubt. They are not so simple as: either 
to back every demand with a strike, or to ban all strikes. At 
the Working Committee meeting in September this year, 
we put it this way: - ' ' '

' * Organise and Unite;

* Demonstrate and Protest,

r r* -Negotiate- and Settle;

* If that fails, strike peacefully and as' a last resort.

Ihrs Linderstandrug ts valid even today. And it iru.st not be 
interpreted formally.' We do negotiate, but many a time we do 
not know where to settle. For instance, I have a case where the 
leaders have' recommended strike because the concessions offer
ed gave 24 per" cent bonus whereas the demand was for 26 per

f 
f

• \
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cent! While theie are cases where the leadership would just not 
move. We cannot lay dovm exhaustive noims for the use of the 
correct tactics. But in general, they must be guided by the main 
considerations of the situation. Words sometimes are not ex
pressive enough. The word “militancy” may become an excuse 
to hide anarchist violence and disruption ‘Pmdcncc” mav some
times h de timidil) and total inaction. We have to avoid both. 
How? Experience will tell.

68 Tasks & .Siognns

Therefore, we may put down in brief the things we have to 
achieve and the tasks before the trade unions. We have to’ 
organise and struggle;

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
i

6,

7
8.

9.

10

For intemational peace and banning of nuclear weapons. 

For development of the national economy and fulfilment of 
of the essential features of the Plan for national prosperity. 

For development of the state sector and to end the activi
ties of foreign monopolies against national interests.

For workers’ and people’s control over the profiteering’ 
activities of the landlord-monopolist groups and for reduc
tion of profits to normal levels.
For reduction of taxes on the toiling masses; for reduction 
and stabilisation of prices and co-operative distribution of 
consumer goods.
For a rise in wages, differing according to industry or 
region on an average of 25%.

For uicigei of D.A. in wages.
For reduction of hours of work in hazardous occuparions 
involving danger to health and life, viz, mining, chemicals, 

transport, etc.
For progressive laws and implementation of such laws and 
awards with workers’ participation

For AV’age Boards in each industry to rcwse the wage 
structure upwards on a national scale in each industry, trade 

and region.
For the improvements in the social securitv measures— 
Employees’ State Insurance Scheme, Provident Fund, etc.

'■'I
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16.

17.

For recognition of trade unions and ballot to decide the 
most representative union.
For trade union unity irrespective of political and other 
affiliations.
For an end to firings and suppression of trade union and 
democratic rights, and to the Preventive Detention Act 
and the anti-democratic Government Services Conduct 
Rules.
For an end to corruption and nepoti‘-m in the ruling cir
cles.
For an end to caste divisions and oppression of the sche
duled castes and tribes and for unity of the class irrespec
tive of caste, language or region. • f

For organising the unorganised and for strengthening tlie* 
AITUC,

For our country and our class: Unite and win 1

Fnd the poverty below and the misrule above, wherever it 

exists I'

December 24, 1957
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(1939 — 100)

INDEX OP INDUSTRIAL PROFITS

Year All
indiislnes

Jute Cotton Tea Susaf Paper Iron Si
Steel

Cool Cement

1947 19! 6 313.2 317.7 216.3 171 5 167.7 86 1 171 8 142.5

1948 259 9 361.2 548.1 127.9 381.3 257.0 96 3 201 0 252.6

1919 181 5 —89.3* 292.0 138.4 216.4 316 7 116 J 287.2 295.0/

1950 246.6 456.9 356.6 271.2 262 4 479 0 134 2 209.2 333.4*

1951 310 5 679.1 551.1 103.9 420.8 604.1 157 .’ 178.4 419.7

1952 190 6 183.4 262.8 —88.8** 409.8 566 8 162 6 220.4 293.4

1953 261 2 326.2 379.4 391.4 419.8 512.7 179 4 145 5 279.0

1954 320 8 354.7 398.9 743.8 336.1 666 1 226 3 161.0 341.4

1955 331 3 277.5 ■ 535.0 183.1 413.5 7i7 8 30’} 9 200.4 409.7

* A loss of 189 3 points. 
** A loss of 188.8 points. (Source: Monthly Abstract bf Statistics)

J

*
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DISPARITIES IN DEARNESS AZL0WANCZ3 
IJ . * . I , ‘

^linirnuHi iVcccji and Dearness Allowance in the Cotton Textlc mills ]or a tandard month oj 20 wozkiny days

Minimum De irness Aliowance

Centre or State Basic Auoust Auffvst
Wages'^' “ '' " i?57' 1956

Rs Rs Rs

Bombay 30.00 76.69 '70.50
s 
oAhmedabad 28.00 71.53 64 22

Sholapur 26.00 05.00 60.80 tnw
Baroda - 26.03, -0 . 64.37,. 57.80
Indore ‘ ' 30.00 - ' 54.56 49.87
Nagpur 26.00 51.74 48.48

Madras 26.03 51.75 50.14
Kanpur 30.00 55.62 (July) 54.06

V/est Bengal 20. IS 30.00 30.00

, ( 5 (Source: Labour Gazette, October 1957)

s.
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appendix in (A)

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES (1921 — 1938)

rear No. of 
stoppages

No. of workers 
involved 

(in thousands)

No. of man- 
days lost 

(in lakhs)

1S21 396 600.3 69. o

1922 278 435.4 39.7

1923 213 301.0 50.5

1924 133 312.4 87.3

1925 134 270,4 125.8

1926 128 ' 186.8 10.9

1927 129 131.6 20.2

1928 203 506.8 316.5 •

1929 141 531.0 . 121.6

1930 148 196.3 ' 22.6 ,

1931 168 203.0 24.1 ••

1932 118 128.0 19.2

1933 146 164.9 21.7

1934 159 220.8 47.7

1935 145 114.2 9.7

1936 157 169.0 23.6

1937 379 647.8 89.8

1938 399 401.0 91.9

> !’■
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APPENDIX III (B)

INDUSTRIAI, DISPUTES (1939—1957)

95

Year No. of
stoppages

No. of workers
TODoIued

iHan-da;/s 
lost

1939 iOS 409,189 4,992,795

1940 322 452,539 7,577,281

1941 359 291,054 3,330,503

1942 594 772,553 5,779,965

1943 - 716 525,088 2,342,287

1944 658 550,015 3,447,305

1945 820 747,530 4,054,499

1946 1629 1,961,948 12,717,762

1947 1811 1,840,748 16,562,666

1943 1259 1,059,120 7,837,173

1949 < 920 685,457 6,600,595

- 814 719,883 12,806,704

1951 1071 691,321 3,818,928

1952 963 809,242 3,336,961

1953 772 466,607 3,382,603

,1954 840 • 477,188 3,372,630

1955 1166 527,767 5,697,843

1956 12S3 734,168 7,135,512

1957 (up to Nov.) 1885 1,020,854 5,754,961

/
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APPENDIX IV

Extracts from,; Trade 
COLONIALISRi''

Union Tasks in the Eight against

>¥1

If?

areas and countries of Asm Africa and 
millions 01 people into two main groups

they are 
struggliuil

. i i 
sovereign 
and those

it"®

I

i

We can put the vast 
Latin America with their 
for the purpose of discussing their future problems and perspectives 
and the tasks of the trade union movement in i elation thereto.

First group is of countries which have won then ’ri,'cpei,^c"CC, 
)'ke India, Indonesia, Sudan, Tunisia, Morocco, Ghana. Malaya, etc., 

or are already independent states but subjected to political pressure 
or control by the imperialists like those in Latin America.

The second group consists of those countries which are still 
istruggling for political ‘Independence and national sovereignty.

The problems confronting the first group are different from 
those of the second group, though both of th,em, since 
under-developed countries, have the common' task of 
pgainst colonialism, but in different forms. ; , 
, In countries which are politically independent and 
states like India, Indonesia, Burma, Ceylon, Egypt, Syria
of the Latin American group, the main problem is to eradicate, the 
remnants of colonialism by undertaking plans of rapid economic 
development, which alone can be the basis for preserving and con
solidating their national independence and for improving thp 
poverty-stricken conditions of their people.

y - When the governments of the newly independent countries make 
their plans of economic development to overcome their backward
ness and dependent status, they are generally faced with two tasks:

One is how to eradicate ihe hold of foreign monopoly capital 
on their national resources which are already harnessed to produc
tion and use. The colonialists, while compelled to yield political 
independence to their former subject peoples,'" do not readily give up 
their ownership, control and .exploitation of factories, mines, plan- 

etc., which they have so long held and exploited and whose 
profits have been exported for the benefit of the monopolists, keep
ing the peoples of the subject countries in poverty.

Ano'ther is how to secure capital goods and technical help from 
the cconornica'Jj iid.anccu cuuntiies to buila up iheir backward 
economy to a higher stage.

In the newly independent countries, the governments which 
have come to power generally have the support of the people and 
do desire to develop their countries economically. But many of 
them, containing strong elements and influences from the national 
bourgeoisie or led by it, entertain hopes of getting aid from the very 
imperialists from whom they have obtained polit.cal independence.

ag 
th< 
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of 
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and who are very voluble in showing sympathy and support for the 
freedom of their former slaves. They do not, therefore, readily take 
measures to nauonahse the foreign monopoly capital in their coun
try or to restrain severely their predatory activities.

Such a policy, however, deprives them of the rich effective re
sources to develop the economy of the country, puis them in finan
cial difficulties and disrupts their plans of development Moreover, 
tac loreign monopolists, sometimes anticipat ng further loss of their 
hold, try to sabotage production or destroy the wealth, as for 
example, by slaughter-mining, non-renewal of machinery, refusal 
to replant tea, rubber plantations, etc.

Confronted with such a situation, when these governments pro
pose restrictions on foreign capital or its nationalisation, the colo
nialists threaten them with military force. All their so-called sym- 

.y vanishes and their real impeiiahst predatory soul reveals itself. 
It is unnecessary to enumerate examples in detail which are so 

fresh in people’s memory. The nationalisaJon of the oil fields of 
Iran • was defeated by the militarist conspiracies of America and 
Great Britain. The latter was forced to share her exclusive control 
with her American rival. The Anglo-French invasion of Egypt 
when Colonel Nasser nationalised the Suez Canal Company, the 
rightful property of the Egypaan people, illustrates the hollowness 
of the sympathy of the colonialists for the so-called backward peo
ples and also shows how a determined united people can defend 
their country, with the aid of the progressive forces of the world. 
The resistance by the American imperialists to nationalisation of the 
oil fields and mines of Latin America, the anger of the imperialists 
expressed in the aggressive Eisenhower Doctrine against the peoples 
of the Arab countries who are trying to take for themselves the vast 
profiiS of their oil-wealth show the same thing. The 
shown by the British imperialists to the Indian proposals 
alise mines, plantations, oil fields, banking and insurance 
which the dominant hold of the British runs into millions 
compelled such proposals to be limited to nationalisation 
surance and the Imperial Bank. The popular demand to nationalise 
mines and plantations was restrained in the hope that it might soften 
the colonialists into aiding ihe Five Year Plan of economic deve
lopment.

The peoples of the newly independent countries strongly react 
against these tactics of the colonialists which are designed to keep 
them in economic subjection. Hence, they demand ihe nationalisa
tion of concerns held by foreign capital as necessary for purposes 
of their economic development, and demand a strong curb on the 
trading and- other activities of foreign capital which are harmful to 
national development. The fight against colonialism and for the 
consolidation of national independence thus becomes in many places 
the demand for nationalisation of foreign capital and the liberation

/ 
f

opposition 
to nation
capital, in 
of pounds, 
of life in-
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of the natural resources of the country from the strangle-hold of 
foreign monopoly capita!.

Knowing the need of the under-developed countries for capital 
goods and technical aid, the colonialists try to weaken the independ
ence of these countries and dictate their terms for such a.d.

The colonialists, through their \arious plans such as the 
Colombo Pmn in South-Past Asm, " Pitbio<h Plan '■■id Vciri'S 
Plan in the Argentine, Klein-Saks Plan in Chile, the Truwlow Plan 
in Cuba, the various aid schemes of the International Finance Cor
poration and the World Rank, put on new masks for their policy of 
tolomalism The old m >, ' - , of d"fct polo,cal rp’o
developed by ih& British and French, having been defeated, the 
American colonialists come forward to take their place through eco
nomic aid, military pacts of defence against the so-called menace of 
communism, technical missions, etc. This aid, instead of really 
helping to develop the backward economy of these newly independ
ent countries, in essence obstructs their independent road, and com
pels these countries to accept the domination or control of these 
^‘helpful” imperialists.

In many countries both the national bourgeoisie and the people 
find it necessary tO undertake economic development through various 
degrees and forms of state-ownership of capital. Such ownership 
helps the people to achieve some democratic parliamentary control 
over the activities of capital and brings the workers and their trade 
unions directly into touch with the activities of their governments 
in the sphere of national economy and in the life of the people.

The foreign imperialists resent this extension and development 
of the national sector of the economy in these newly independent 
countries. They resent any curbs or limitations on the activities of 
foreign capital in these countries.

Hence, when these governments approach the imperialists for 
economic aid they demand cuarantecs for ownership of their capi
tal, against nationalisation now or in luiuie, demand freedom to 
export their profits and special status for their technicians, leading 
to d'scrimination againrt ind fcno'it capita’ techn’cian*: P”d work- 
eis. Thus the needs of cconcm.c development in the newly independ
ent countries, if they are to be ca’Tied out in full and operated 
democratically for the benefit of the nation and the people, compel 
jbece (ounPics to can \ 5 ■ livc-’c a’.nnst colonial’s’'! f’l’thcr.

Thus, achievement ot pout cal .ndcpendciice tiom iii eti.il sm 
does not conclude the struggle against colonialism, but changes its 
form and field.

In what way then can they carry out economic development 
in oid^r to consolidate then inJepcndence and what can the work
ing class do to help Ion a>(J th s dci elcpm''nt’ In v hat way can 
the trade union movement fiiithcr the economic development of the

st
-?>l
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newly independent countries and those that have already been in
dependent’ Have VP a-; a woiking class, v rr’e e ^plc !'■<, . i -,:iu 
ing fcr our own rights, a role to play in this new form of struggle 
against-imperialism? What have we to say in countries like India, 
Indonesia, Burma, Ceylon, Egypt and the other Arab countries, or 
in Brazil, Mexico, etc., or in some of the newly free African Suates, 
to help the country and the working class forward?

* * *

ihe achievement of independence by the former colonial coun
tries confronts the working class with new problems, both in rela
tion to- the country’s economic development and the defence and 
improvement of its own conditions.

When the governments of the newly independent countries put 
forward plans for economic development, which would raise pro- 
ducticn and the national income and create possibilities of increas
ing employment and incomes, the working class is bound to support 
such plans of development and to express its readiness to discharge 
its duty in relation to the country’s development. The trade union 
movement in these countries is bound to give its enthusiast.c sup
port lO the plans for reconstruction of the econcmy, as it knows that 
such development is the pre-condition of national prosperity and 
of its growth and liberation. The fact that in the given stage, such 
growth js~based cn capitalist exploitation does not detract from the 
fact that industrial advancement, even under such conditions, .ad
vances the country, makes it stronger against colonialism and creates 
conditions for the further struggles and success of the working class.

That is why the trade union movement and the working masses 
in countries like India, Indonesia, Egypt, Syria, Latin America, and 
other countries have stood in support of their governments in their 
struggle asaipst foreign moncno’ies a“d bat uph.t p til
to their p’ars for economic qc\ elopment

It IS but natural that the trade union movements m those coun
tries have advanced the demand for nationalisation or at least the 
curbing, to begin with, of the power of th'- forei"p '"(nrpo’Hs a, 
one of their central slogans in the fight against colonialism and tor 
further econcm'c development.

It is also necessary and natural for the trade union movement 
to demand that the further development of the economy be carried 
out on the basis of these nationalised sectors in a planned manner.

No doubt such measures do evoke the most bitter opposition of 
the foreign monopolies. But if the national bourgeoisie remains 
firm ard is backed by the whole people, as it is bound to be, and 
does not hesitate to take help from the countries of the socialist camp 
where possible, the colonialists be made, to Tetreat.

- The nationalisation or curbiftg of foreign monopolies and the 
development of the country on the basis of state sectors of economy

f
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gives these countries sufficient power to take a step forward in eco
nomic development.

Eoes it, however, eliminate all the need for help from the ad
vanced countries in the shape of capital goods, technical knowledge 
and experts, etc? It does not. But to secure that, the under-develop
ed countries must refuse to mortgage iheir independence and their 
future. The working class is not opposed to taking aid as such fiom 
foreign countries. But it must insist that such aid is without strings, 
that it does not infringe the sovereignty of the country taking aid, 
and that the aid serves the purpose of real economic development fo’- 
tne Dtnefit of tne country and its people.
' Already it has been the sad experience of many a co’-intry 
which has placed great hopes in aid from the gigantic finance
capital of the foreign monopolies that such aid is refused when it 
is required for the real industrialisation of the country, or if, it is 
given, the cost is so inflated as to bring the aided country and its 
resources deeply into debt, or else the execution and completion of 
the development plans are delayed and distorted. The result is that 
the economic development of the country is hampered 
few monopoly circles of the under-developed countries 
making fortunes for themselves.

Is there no way out of such a deadlock?
In their efforts the under-developed countries have 

and friend to get them out of ihis deadlock. And that 
given by the countries of the socialist camp.

It is a historical fact now recognised even by the national bour
geois governments in various countries that it is not to the im
perialist countries and their technique alone that we must look for 
help in economic development and in the struggle against colonial
ism.

The contribution of the industry of the Soviet Union in build
ing steel and engineering works, in prospecting for new sources of 
oil and in naming new technicians is now well recognised bj all peo
ple including the capitalists in India. The people of India were 
delighted when they heard that the Soviet Union charges an interest 
rate of only 21% on loans while the Brnish, German and American 
financiers demanded not less than 4 or 5%. Soviet and Rumanian aid 
in oil exploration in India is expected to help 
ment and people to break the monopoly of oil
Americans.

The people of Ceylon were glad when they 
ber to China and get cheap rice in exchange, while the British ex
pected to dictate their terms to Ceylon by closing the market to Cey
lonese rubber. Burma has had the same experience.

The countries of the Middle East, Egypt, Syria and others, have 
been helped in their fight for independence by aid from Czechoslo
vakia, the Soviet Union and other countries of the socialist camp.
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is an honest trade on the'

such aid from the socialist 
the people its real political
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What a furore there was when Soviet technicians volunteered for the 
Suez Canal and its defence! And one cannot forget the consternar 
tion that was caused in American monopoly circles when Soviet 
trade missions arrived in some of the Latin American republics.

The volume of (Bid from the socialist countries for various 
reasons may not be very big so far; but even where it is symbolic, 
it brings down the dictatorial tone of the monopolists. Although the 
governments of some of the under-developed countries, dominated 
oy national bourgeois interests, dislike turning to the socialist coun
tries for help lest it disturb their bourgeois brotherhood, even they 
are grateful for this aid because it enables them at least to secure 
better terms from the monopolis.s, simply by threaten.ng to go to 
the socialist camp. They also know from experience that while 
trade with the imperialist monopolies defrauds and impoverishes 
them, trade with the socialist countries 
basis of equality.

The working class should welcome 
countries and point out to the masses of 
value for the preservation of the country’s independence.

The working class can also see for itself and can point out to 
others the way socialist technical cadres behave towards the workers 
of the imder-developed countries, and what a contrast this is to the 
attitude of technic.ans from the capitalist countries.

We are helped not only by socialist finance and technique, but 
by the socialist technician with his ideas of proletarian interna
tionalism and his lack of ruling-nation arrogance and ideas; even 
while taking and giving work his attitude is that of a helper and 
worker, while with rare exceptions the technicians from the capi
talist countries leave behind a taste of imperialism in their attitude 
to the “native” workers.

The most exhilarating example of an under-developed country 
refusing to beg for aid at the door of the imperialists and yet going 
forward with great strides,’ eliminating corruption, increasing pro
duction, raising the standard of living of the working people, and 
building up industry and* agriculture on the strength of its own 
efforts and aided by the Soviet Union and other socialist countries, 
is that of People’s Democratic China. No wonder the ’ imperialists 
refuse to let it sit in U.N.O. But its path cannot long be obstructed.

In addition to these channels of aid the working class and the 
people of the under-developed countries can show the way to mch 
oilise their vast manpower and even financial resources by allying 
themselves, either with the national bourgeoisie or with other classr 
es, m order to build up the economy of the country.

Thus by Utilising the resources taken from foreign monopolists, 
accepting the aid of the latter if given without strings, with the aid 
given by the socialist countries and using their own national finan-
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ces, the under-developed countlies can develop economically and 
■preserve and consolidate their independence.
' ‘ This path can be followed and is being followed by some coun
tries of the great and vast circle of the Bandung Powers. In these 
countries the working clas.s and its tiade union movement siijiports 
«uch a path

*

h

■K

are 
her

one

1
One of the important questions foi the tiadc union movement in 

Its struggle agamst colonialism and in defence of the 'vniker"’ in- 
teiests IS that of lelations Detween the trade unions and the naaonai 
bourgeoisie. In countries which have just won their independence 
the political and economic .power is often in the hands of the na
tional bourgeoisie. In countries which have not yet won their in-i- 
idependence, the national bourgeo.sie is often one of the important 
elements in the national independence movement. The trade unioii 
■movement should give us suppoit to the measures taken by the 
i»iational bourgeoisie, and take an active part in carrying them out, 
so long as these, measures are directed against imperialism and 
■intended to strengthen the country’s independence and develop 
economy.
e But the national bourgeoisie ha,-' a dual character, on the
hand it is a patriotic and anti-imperialist force; on the other hand 
it is anxious to further its own selfish class interests. Hence it is 
inclined to hesitate and waver in its opposition to the imperialists, 
Thp big national monopolists are particularly liable to develop in 
piis way, and to turn to attack the workers’ interests and the in
terests of the people in order tO enrich their own pockets. In order 
therefore to defend the national interests against the imper.ahsts, 
and to further them, the trade union movement must co-operate 
jvith the anti-imperialist forces in the national bourgeoisie; but in 
prder to defend and further the interests of the working class and 

masses of the working people of the country, the trade union 
,fnoveiiient must fight against the selfish rapacity of the 
bourgeoisie and against their exploitat'cn of the vmikc’c 
tular the trade unions must expose and fight against toe 
mises and wavering of the national bouigeoisie in their 
with the imperialists, compromises which they try to justify as be
ing in the national interest Contradictions do pm'* t c r these 
■'wo asjoccts cf tr„c'c tri,. v u iL,t, c. ine , , n.il oour- 
geoisie. It IS very important for the development of the anti-colo
nial struggle and of the trade unions themselves for these contra
dictions to be correctly understood and dealt with.

In view of this we should also cons’der whether ceitain tasks 
do not devolve cn the tiadc un’on movement in (con'm c life as 
'well, over and above the task ot cnsuiing satisfaction of their own 
demands.

national
in

compro- 
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Ccpending on conditions in the particular country which' 
achieved independence^ on the extent ot democratic rights and 
strength of the working class movement, it will be necessary tor 
trade union movemen t to consider taking an active part in drawing 
up plans for cccnomic development ol tie countiv -in 1 n •'»" 
cxeculion. ihe tiade umoiis sliuu.cl also develop dcmociatic iiiitia-i 
tive in checking corruption and waste in the measures being under
taken to do away with the relics of colonialism and to overcome tha 
backwardness of the country. Th.s particularly applies to under-, 
takings wh-ch aie imitated under national owneisnip and linanced. 
by taxing the people. The trade unions should display democratic 
vigilance in safeguarding national property and protecting under
takings which are necessary tor the lite of tne people and for the 
development of the country and which are threatened with misuse, 
misappropriation, destruction and sabotage at the hands of the for
eign monopolists and their allies, who cannot bear to see those coun
tries which have newly won their independence proceeding to 
liquidate colonialism.

If the trade union movement undertakes these tasks, as well as 
continuing to defend the interests of the workers, it will help in unit
ing the whole nation round the working class in order to build up 
the country’s economy and serve the true interests of the masses 
of ihe people, and not merely those of the bourgeoisie, which likes 
to claim that it is the sole leader of the fight against colonialism and 
the sole planner of the national economy.

We consider that in those countries which have already won 
their independence the trade unions must continue to defend the 
workers’ rights and to improve their living conditions, while ally
ing themselves with and supporting the national bourgeoisie and its 
government in defending national independence and building up 
the national economy. In ihese countries which for years have been 
enslaved by the imperialists, the workers are living in extremely 
hard conditions. Without paying due attention to an im.-nediate 
betterment of their legitimate rights, it would not be possible to 
develop working class action to the widest extent in the fight against 
imptr.dlis.m ..nj m the louiiding ot nat-onal piosperity.

Therefore the national bourgeoisie and i.s governmon 
holds ' . Ct .J Ot
iog.caby take on 
nomic and social 
unions must lead 
against the bourgeoisie’s disregard of the workers’ vital needs and 
their acts of self-mteiest which ignore the working people’s demo
cratic lights. Without defending the workers’ interests, it would be 
impossible to mobilise the workeis in the stiuggle against imperial
ism and to build up the country.

v.'h'.-h 
l.tO UfOb.Jl* .‘ibl Ot uOliCI 11. tllCI! ha!.do, ohould 
me icsponsibihty ot improving the workers’ cco- 
conditions. Where they do not do so the trade 
the workers to conduct ihe necessary struggle

• \
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M
When the national bourgeoisie wavers and inclines towards 

eompromise with the imperialisms, the working class and trade union 
movement should fight it more resolutely so as to force it back on
to the road of national interests.

But we should realise that the purpose of such struggle^ is ir 
change liie inco’-iect attitude of the national bourgeoisie tow aid the 
workers, so as to improve our anti-imperialist alliance with them. 
Therefore our opposition to the national bourgeoisie must be planned 
so as not to cause a fundamental rift in the united front in the anti- 
impcr alist struggle Of course, ano her dec sue facto, in such 
struggles is the attitude of the national bourgeoisie itself towards 
imperialism and towards the workers.
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